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FOREWORD

This is the eleventh in a series of historical reports on
USAF space activities published by the Office of Air Force
History. As explained in an earlier narrative, the Air Forcers
most complex and most expensive space endeavor in recent
years, the Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL), is not covered
in these reports. For reasons of security, the MOL project
has been given separate historical treatment. Similarly, the
present report is being published in two parts, with distribution
of Part II limited because of the special access security aspects
of the subject matter.
The Air Force in Space, Fiscal year I9GB, is based on
primary sources in the files of the Directorate of Space
(Projects Development Division, and Policy and Plans Group);
the Directorate of Plans Library; and the Directorate of
Command, ControL ond Communications. In addition, the
author has rewiewed pertinent files and correspondence in tJ:e
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force. Among the topics
discussed are the Air Force mission in space, satellite communications, space experiments, advanced space technology,
booster development, navigation satellites, and other related
subjects.
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I. THE AIR FORCE MISSION IN SPACE
The rationale behind Air Force space activities remained remarkably constant during the first decade of the Space Age.
In its first formal expression on military operations in space, the
Air Staff in December 1959* had adopted the view that:

the Air Force will develop orbital or ttspa""'
systemstt only if they show promise of: Performing an essential military mission more
effectively at a justifiable increase in cost;
or performing an essential military mission in
an acceptable manner at a reduced cost
:t:r I
other methods of performing the same mission.Eight years later, in a revision of USAF Planning
€'ef$
Concepts (known also as The Plan, 1967-1982) the Air Force stated
it would develop military space capabilities when space offered the
only reasonable means to perform essential military tasks. Such
capabilities would be aimed at countering unfavorable enemy action in
that medium, exploiting opportunities to perform those missions that
could be better done in space than in the atmosphere which could enhance Air Force operational effectiveness.2

fE€tFtt Thus, the Air Force found space a srritaff" *.Otrrrn ,o
operate communication, reconnaissance, and meteorological satellites
that could not only support strategic operations but also facilitate tactical operatipns. Aside from these applications, the Air Force saw a
clear need for extensive space research, development, and testing to
further explore the military potential of space and prepare for any
rI
possible enemy technological advances.
(gr€p€) Even before the new planning concepts document was
distributed in November 1967, the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC)
*The Air Force had been cautious in declaring official space
policy because of criticism it received when it organized the abortive
Directorate of Astronautics in December 1957. [Max Rosenberg, The
Air Force ir .Sp"*, 1959-1960 (S), (AFCHO, 1962), p 13; Lee Bowen,
The Threshold of Space: The Air Force in the. National Space Program
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had surveyed new options in strategy offered by space technology.
In July 1967 Gen. James Ferguson, AFSC commander, submitted to
Gen. John P. McConnell, Air Force Chief of Staff, the results of
a series of mission analyses his command had recently completed.
They anticipated using space technology to support such vltal actfvities as surveillance and warning, communication, navigation, missile strike reporting, data collection, data relay,
basing,
missile reprogramming, and aircraft penetration. r^missile

(re"+l.

From its investigations, AFSC concluded the Air
Force possessed the space technology to acquire new and improved
systems. General Ferguson suggested to the Chief of Staff that
National command Authorities--if the Air Force could develop new
operational concepts to match the new space technology--could be
provided new policy options. As one example, the General believed
that the concept of negotiating with an enemy while strategic operations were going on rnight be practi.cal if U. S. decision makers could
be provided hard information on the relative status of all''strategic
forces, after the initial exchange of strategic weapons. Strategic warfare could thereby acquire a new dimension. The AFSC commander
thought it timely to examine how the nation might capitalize on the potential of its evolving space technology. He posed several doctrinal
and conceptual questions, however, which required further investigation
by the Air Staff and possibly the Strategic Air Command (SAC).

(€r€F*) General McConnell wholeheartedly agreed with the above
views but, in light of the growing interaction between defense (irrcluding warning) and offense, he felt that the Aerospace Defense Command
(ADC)""' and the Military Airlift Command's Air Weather Service should
also participate. On 12 August 196? he directed DCS/Plans and Operations to investigate the issues, but on a somewhat broader scale.4
€reirgf Subsequently, the Air Force initiated a study of space
technology to provide more options for strategic operations in the
1970ts. Known as tt STRAT-?0,tt it was begun in December lg6?'by
the Directorate of Doctrine, Concepts, and Objectives with direct
participation by ADC, SAC, and AFSC, and counsel from the RAND
corporation. srRAT-70rs goal was to predict strategic operations
required in the next decade and determine how space technology could
improve their effectiveness. 5
'i.The Air Defense Command was redesignated the Aerospace
Defense Command on 12 February 1968 [AFR 23-9, 12 February 1968,
ttThe Aerospace Defense
Command"].

ttGffiT

ffGnfiFr.
(3--tF5t During the early

months of 1968, the three major
commands compiled and submitted data. AFSC's Space and Missile
Systems Organization (SAMSO)'k described in detail al1 U. S. weapon
systerns that might play a role in strategic warfare, as well as command and control systems contributing to their employment. ADC
summarized parametric data relating to defensive systems, while
sAc submitted similar information on offensive systems. From
March through June, the srRAT-?O group met often in the pentagon
to collate research and study inputs from other agencies. By 30 June
1968 the group had compleJsd the basic outline and started to develop
a battle management plan. o

$'€Faf By this time, AFSC had initiated another study akin
to STRAT-7O. Because of Air Force concern with surveillance and
warning during fiscal year 1967, AFSC joined ADC to investigate the
tracking of objects in space. The project, identified as soS-70, wos
launched in January 1968 and completed in May. Its findings were to
be incorporated i.nto the final report of STRAT-?O, which was to appear early in fiscal year 1969.+7
{g'gp+} Many factors had provided thrust to the STRAT-?0
and sos-?0 studies. chief among them, General Mcconnell explained, was the Air Forcers belated recognition that the office of
the Secretary of Defense (OSD) would not approve an improved antisatellite system in the near future. Equally significant was the Air
Forcers instinctive belief that deployment of the Armyts Sentinel
antiballistic missile system, as announced by Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara in september lg6?, would probably jeopardize
the command and control system essential to the Air Forcets cherished strategic detemence mission. with respect to the forrner,
General Mcconnell was t'unable to convince the tapproval authorityr
that the nation faced a significant threat from satellite systems. t'
He concluded that any substantial improvement to the nationrs strategic and defensive forces would only come by defining the total
i;Effective B July 196?, Headquarters, Space Systems Division,
and Headquarters, Ballistic systems Division, were inactivateo;
Headquarters, Space and Missile Systems Organization was activated
in their stead lLtr 744n, AFoMo, 2b May 67, subj: organization of
the Hq Space and Missile Systerns Organization and Certain Other
USAF Actionsl.

*For treatment of sos-70 in the context of other

see Part

II,

Chapter VI.
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space projects,

€FoffFa

threat and the proper missions and systems to counter it. Consequently, in addition to STRAT-?Q and SOS-70, the Air Force initiated a Spacetrack'o cllange proposal and a missile defense analysis
as we1l. B

(U) The critical importance of the space surveillance mission
to national security was emphasized in public Statements by Air
Force leaders during the year. At the annual General Electric
Forum in the fall of 196?, Secretary of the Air Force Harold Brown
was queried on the long range impact of space exploration on national
security. He replied that Spabe technology would affect areas important to national security such as support of the terrestrial foi'ces
and monitoring arms control agreements. The Air Force Secretary
said that advancing space technology should facilitate development of
information systems, which would influence the nature of future defense forces. Space systems could instantly furnish critical data
otherwise unavailable to decision makers. Also, space systems such
as Vela or its successor would enable the United States to detect
violations of arms control and disarmament agreements.9
(U) Later in the year, Secretary Brown told a Congressional
committee that he was not overly concerned that the Soviet Union
might attack the United States with weapons from space. While conceding their technical capability to do so, he could not see how their
use of actual weapons would be more advantageous than the use of
ballistic missiles for the same purpose. Further, even though the
psychological problems created by the Russian capability were real'
their effect was also limited. "You cannot in the long run create a
military effect with a purely psychological advantage, " he said,
ttespecially if it has military disadvantages.tt However, to keep the
advantage purely psychological, Secretary Brown said the United
States had to continue its surveillance and tracking of Russian space
vehicles, and this the Air Force was doing.lO
(u) General McCorurell also publicly noted the importance of
maintaining the Air Forcers detection, tracking, and cataloging activities. In an address accepting the General Thomas D. White
USAF Space Trophy from the National Geographic Society in May 1968,
the Chief of Staff commented on Air Force military objectives in
atThe USAF component of the Space Detection and Tracking
Systern- (operated by North American Air Defense Command).

.sfcfrfT '

space. Reaffirming "the nonaggressive intent of all our operations
in the space medium, t' Gene"al Mcconnell declared that the united
States also wanted to insure ttthat no potentially hostile nation devel-

opes an offensive capability against which we have no defense. tt- For
this reason, he said, the Air Force placed great importance on systems which could detect, catalog, and--where possible--determine
the mission of space vehicles launched by other countries.ll
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SPACETRACK

{S.eF{) The USAF Spacetrack System consisted of a network
of radars and optical devices 1inked to a processing center. Its
mission was to detect all man-rnade orbiting objects and report them
to the North American Defense command (NORAD). The primary
net included five radars and several carneras; an FPS-I? surveillance
radar and an FPS-?9 tracking radar at Diyarbakir, Turkey; another
FPS-17 and an FPS-80 tracking radar at Shemya,, Alaska; a third
tracker, an FPS-49A, at Moorestown, N. J. ; and Baker-Nunn cameras
at Edwards AFB, calif., and Sand Island in the pacific. Another
camera was at oslo, Norway, but operations had been terminated,
and plans were in progress to relocate it. The system also received
data from a cooperative FPs-48 tracking radar operated by the Eastern Test Range (ETR) at rrinidad in the west Indies. In addition,
Ballistic Missile Early warning system (BMEws) radars also sup-

ported Spacetrack. r

(€+{)
During fiscal year 1969 the Air Force expected to receive additional satellite data from an FpS-85 phased- arcay radar at
Eglin AFts' Fla.' It also looked forward to overcoming developmental difficulties with an FSR-2 electro-optical sensor at Cloudcroft,
N. Mex. , which would contribute additional tracking data. +
Although the Air Force had made a number of imfreF
provements in the Spacetrack system during the early l960rs, it became apparent that others were needed to keep up with the rising
artificial satellite population. on 26 July 196? the Air Staff documented the systemrs new_requirements in a program change request
(PCR) prepared for OSD.2

$.ep+) The Air staff in this pcR listed four options, but reof the least cosfly one. under this option, it

cornmended approval

v''Destroyed by fire in t96b before it became operational, it was
subsequently rebuilt. R&D testing of the radar began on 5 June 1968.

+The Ai.r Force had begun, but failed to complete, R&D category
II testing on this facility in 1965. After intensive engineering analysis,
the Air Force concluded there $rere serious deficiencies in the optical
subsystems which were subsequently modified.

Stffftr

'

would modify some existing sensors, relocate others, install certain new radars, and also build a new Space Defense Center. Specifically, the Air Force requested authority to modify the Shemya
radar in 1970, Cloudcroftts FSR-2 in 1971, and Eglin's FPS-85 and
Moorestownrs FPS-49A radars in 1973. New FPS-85 radars were
proposed for Ascension Island and for an undesignated spot in the
Southwest Pacific in 1973. Assuming the FSR-2 prototypq would Jinally prove its worth, the Air Staff also recommended installing the
electro-optical devices in the United States, Spain, and South America in 1974 and, that same year, replacing the Diyarbakir radars
with an FPS-85. It recommended building a new Space Computational
Center in L972 to supplant the existing Space Defense Center in the
Cheyenne Mountain Complex. Finally, the change request included a
new research program element--Space Object Surveillance, Tracking
and Identification (SOSTI). 1' The projected five-year cost of the Air
Force proposals was estimated at $441.14 million, of which $59. 7
million would be needed in fiscal year 1969.
.

{*',ginf Secretary Brown sent the program change request to
the Secretary .of Defense on 25 August L967, even though he questioned
the Air Staff timetable. On the same day, he asked the Staff to
amend its schedule and prepare a master plan charting Spacetrackrs
evolution. In his memorandum to the Secretary of Defense, he requested $4 million in 1969 to improve processing and communication
at existing sites; $3 million to modify existing space center facilities
so that they could house an expanded central computing complex in
lieu of installing a new facility. costing $11 million; and $37 million
for a new phased-array radar.- Later, the Air Staff amended the
change request and reiubmitted it to OSD early in October. 3
*3t

tS.'€tlf) On 9 December 1967 OSD approved modification
existing sensors. However, it deferred a decision on a new Space

Defense Center and froze further expansion of the system pending
completion of the Air Force master plan and various strategic and
surveillance studies then under wav. It also authorized $3.5 million

trFor the background on the SOSTI development, see Gerald T.
Cantwell, The Air Force ir E!g.u, Fiscal g. 1967, Part I (S)
(AFCHo, .tune lFo).
+This was the radar earmarked for Ascension Island. Secretarv
Brown thought further study might uncover a better location.

€50ft{r

*

for SOSTI in 1969. A few weeks later, OSD deleted the $37 million
in Military Construction Program (MCP) funds for the FPS-85 radar
and the $3 million for the data processing facility. However, it reinstated the latter when Continental Air Defense Command (CONAD)
made space available in its Cheyenne Mountain comp1ex.4
{SrC?r+f OSDts actions on the July 1967 change request left
many requirements unsatisfied. Consequently' Secretary Brown

signed another change request on 10 June 1968, which validated earlier stated needs and added a new item. This was a Space Analysis
and Intervention Display and Evaluation System, a CONAD requirement suggested by Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul H. Nitze. By
automating several manual analytical processes, the system would
enable the Space Defense Center to acquire and display space data
almost instantly in a convenient format for timely analysis. D

{s.€?|d)) The items covered by the two change requests supplemented earlier Air Force recommendations for Spacetrack improvements. In September 196? OSD had approved modifying tlie FPS-85
at Eglin AFB as a backup facility to the Space Defense Center. This
conversion required secure communication circuits and terminals
linking the Center, the FPS-85, and other Spacetrack sensors. Also,
in October 196?, OSD financed modifications for two other Spacetrack
radars. The FPS-80 radar at Shemya, Alaska, was to be tied into
an electronic intelligence sensor, also at Shemya' to achieve more
positive identification of targets. Also, the radar at Diyarbakir,
Turkey, was tg be improved by adding a rapid on-site data processing capability. o
*

fFql5t) Meanwhile, following a project review, Air Force
and OSD officials decided to -continue developing the FSR-2 electfooptical facility at Cloudcroft.r Their decision was based on ADC|s
estimate that the FSR-2 would substantially improve Spacetrack's
operational capability. Existing radars had ranges under 4,000 nautical miles (NM). To expand these by increasing transmitter power
and enlarging antenna diameter was technically possible but financially
prohibitive. On the other hand, the electro-optical sensor could
reach out to orbiting objects at s;mchronous altitudes of about 22'000
NM. On 9 August 196?, Dr. Alexander H. Flax, Assj.stant Secretary
of the Air Force (Research and Development) requested OSDIs approval to continue the FSR-2 project--describing a two-phased program
of studies, development, and test. On 11 November 1967, Dr. John
Engineering
S. Foster, Jr., Director of Defense Research qnd
B
(DDR&E) approved $2. 2 million for the project.

fttp

1

For a number of years the Air Force had wanted
{€+E+
to move its Norwegian-based and Sand Island Baker-Nunn cameras
to more efficient locations and to deploy a fourth camera held in
storage. Its original intention was to relocate the instrument at
Oslo to Spain. However, this plan was abandoned in July 196? when
the U. S. ambassador pointed out the political climate in Spain was
unfavorable for seeking modification of the base rights agreement.
Subsequently, the Air Force investigated possible locations on some
U. S. -operated base in ltaly. ADC recommended San Vito Air Station, near Brindisi, and asked Headquarters USAF to initiate the
necessary action to obtain approval from the Government of Italy.
No problems were anticipated and at yearts end the Airf'Staff requested OSD to provide the necessary minor construction funds.9
Similarly, by June 1968 the way finally seemed clear
to move the camera in storage to Mount John, New Zealand' when
the Air Force accepted minor exceptions to its standard policy on
foreign base agreements. University of Canterbury officials, on
whose land the instrument would be located, signed the land lease on
22 February 1968. + The Air Force requested bids for the site construction package in _May and expected country-to-country agreements
to be signed in July. ru
The Air Force was also interested in moving the Sand
Wl
Island camera to another location in the Southern Hemisfhere. '' On
26 December 196? the Government of Australia agreed to permit site
surveys beginning March 1968. Although a number of sites were
attractive, late in March an ADC survey team recommended selection
of Perth because of a more favorable construction cost market and

better family accommodations.

11

Meanwhile, ADC moved to fill the gap in coverage until cameras were in place at Mount John and San Vito Air Station.
The Smithsonian Astrophysical Laboratory had operated a Baker-Nunn
camera at Jupiter, Fla., until budget cuts closed the operation. ADC
therefore suggested to Headquarters USAF that Jupiter be used as a
temporary location for a camera. On 4 January 1968 the Air Staff
agreed, and the camera that had been at Oslo was moved to Jupiter'
*h..e ADC put it into operation on 6 June.l2

tgr€Fril

wanted a seven-year lease and the right to
disputes
with its tenant. Nor'mal Air Force policy
unilaterally settle all
called for a maximum five-year lease and resolution of difficulties
through diplomatic channels.

{ffir:{
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III.

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

(U) By July 196? the modest study effort begun by the Air
Force a decade earlier to explore the feasibility of communicating
by means of satellite relay had evolved into two active programs.
one was a 17-satellite, operational point-to-point, or strategic communication satellite (COMSAT) system; the other was a functioning
single-satellite, tactical communication demonstration project.'k
{a€F0f on 1 July 1g6? the Air Force successfurly raunched
six satellites into circular, near-s)mchronous orbits, three of them
components of the Defense satellite communication system (DSCS). +
Thirteen days later, the Defense communications Agency (DCA),declared the Pacific network of 1? satellites operational. Measuring 86
inches in diameter and weighing 100 pounds each, the satellites provided White House and OSD officials with five different continuous
voice circuits for direct contact with U. S. Commanders in Southeast
Asia via terminals in Hawaii and south vietnam. when eight more
satellites were successfully launched on 13 June 196B, bringing to 2s
the total number of near-synchronous satellites in orbit, Phase I of
system acquisition was completed.l

€rgFa) on I July 196? the Air Force assumed r"l"porr"iu'itity
for the MSC-46 ground satellite terminal at clark AB in the philippines, the first of seven it would eventually control. It was scheduled to operate several others in colorado, Turkey, and Alask&, &s
well as contingency terminals whose locations had not been determined by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS). Later in the year, the Air
Force accepted a terminal at wildwood, Alaska, and one at Brandvwine, Md.
*A "strategic" system consists of small, Iow-powered satellites operated in conjunction with relatively large, fixed ground
terminals. conversely, a "tacticalt' net requires large satellites
with sufficient power to relay information to small, mobile terminals
camied by ships, tanks, jeeps, trucks, and aircraft.
+The three other satellites included Lincoln Experirnental Satellite 5 (LES-S)' a Department of Defense (DoD) gravity gradient
experimental satellite, and a despun antenna test satellite.

re0lH0tllf{l[* '
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{€r€F{) while the Phase I satellite system was being established, defense agencies were trying to iron out a few remaining unsettled details concerning Phase II. With regard to the launches' the
Air Force proposed to orbit six Phase II satellites with a single Titan
IIIC booster. Not sharing the Air Force's faith in its big booster'
however, DCA hesitated to endorse this approach. As it turned out,

other considerations helped resolve this question. To be compatible
with the more powerful Phase II satellites, the original DSCS ground
terminals required extensive modification. Since the changes could
not be made on all terminals simultaneously, it was apparent that orbiting all the satellites at the same time would waste useful satellite
lifetime. Consequently, PCA decided to launch the satellites in
groups six months aPart. z
question concerning satellite procurement
of the DSCS Phase II
was resolved during the year-long evolution
t'
(DCP).
Preparation of this doeurnerrt
Development Concept Paper
had been delayed late in the preceding fiscal year, when Secretary
McNamara reopened the issue of leasing instead of buying satellites
outright. He had directed DCA and the Air Force to evaluate a Communications Satellite Corporation (ComSatCorp) proposal to lease satellites to the government. However, since the unexpectedly long
lifetime of the Phase I satellites allowed more time for a decision,
the matter was still unresolved when fiscal year 1968 opened.3

€€!rt[)

A related

objected to the initial drafts of the
paper, believing the DCP approach too restrictive. Specifically, Secretary Flax protested that the paper did not clearly explain all the
advantages and disadvantages of each of three procurementioptions'
i. e. , leasing satellites, normal procurement of satellites specifieally
satellites the
intended for Phase II, or procuring duplicates of the
*4
Air Force was developing for the United Kingdo-.

€rG!E) The Air Force

n the Office of the Director of

Defense
with service assistance' was
Research and Engineering (ODDR&E)
ttsummary
top management documenttt
described by Dr. Foster aS a

whose purpose was rrto help the Secretary of Defense make decisions
on major programs throughout their development life. " The paper
presented ttthe continuing rationale for each program, its fulI military
and economic consequences, and the risks involved in each decision. . . .
[See testimony of Dr. Foster, ? Feb 1968, in Hearings before Senate
Cmte on Armed Services, 90th Cong' 2d Sess, Authorization for Mil
Proc R&D, FY 1969, and Reserve Strength' p 419. l
+The United Kingdom satellite project is described below'

12

ei€!+f It was irot until 12 February 1968
Secretary Flax
concurred in the fifth draft of the concept p"p"", that
although he felt.
that the British satellite alternative was still not clearly
presented.
In the final version of the DCp sent to the Secretary oi Defense
on
6 June 1968, Dr. Foster recommended procurement of six
improved
s,atellites weighing g50 pounds each. Much larger and
heavier than
the satellites in the original phase II plan, they were
to
be raunched
two at a time aboard a Titan Itrc booster into s;mchronous
The satellites would be equipped with both earth-coverage orbits.
and narrow_
beam antennas. The former would arlow fairry
uniform
coverage
of
that portion of the earth which the satellites could scan,
while
the
latter could 'rspotlightil particular parts of the earth. The satellites
would be protected (hardened) against radiation and
would include secure command and data circuits. Dr. Foster,s proposal,
which also
provided for acquiring 30 additional ground terminals,
rejected
satellite leasing arrangement or procuring the British modelJ any
-y
(s{i'f)
The Air Force would have preferred
acquisition
of the space segment than proposed and an additionalfaster
?B terminals.
However' both Dr. FIax and Brig. Gen. warter R. Hedrick,
Jr.,
Director of space, accepted the economic realities
which
dictated
lesser alternative. If sAMSo courd get its request for proposals the
to
industry by early August, contracts could be let in February
Ig69.
At the end of fiscal year 1968, Secretary Nitze had signed the develop_
ment concept paper, and Dr. Gardner L. Tucker, repiuty
Director,
DDR&E
for Electronic and Information systems, informed
House
committee on Government operations that DoD was goin! the
aheao
Phase II. However, no formar word had been passed
'fitrr
to the ;i";;;"".u

fu9{!'lt Meanwhile' during the summer of 196? a test conducted
at the request of oDDR&E confirmed that the DScs
could instantly
transmit high resolution photographs via satellites from
washington to help expedite i.nieligence interpreation. Vietnam to
on 26 septem_
ber 1967 the JCS generalry concurred in a DCA plan prepared
for
ODDR&E to acquire an interim operational capability.
During
test phase, a Navy R&D facility at waldorf, Md., had been the
the

washington terminus. The JCS now identified Brandywine,
Md.,
where
some communication equipment was arready located,
the site for
the operational systemrs washington area terminal. as
The interim operational system wourd comprise an MSC-46 terminal operated
by the
Army in Saigon, the MSC-46 at Brandywine (to
be installed and opera_
ted by the Air Force), and a reray of two_back-to-back MSC-46rs
at
Pacific Command Headquarters in Hawaii. T

F
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$€*t+{S€Fgf Construction on the Brandywine terminal*began

on

by 15 December. Simultaneously,
a
Philco-Ford was awarded contract to install a wideband micro-

15 October 196? and was completed

wave system linking Brandywine with the Defense Intelligence Agency
(DIA) for the operation of special photographic readout equipment
there. The systemrs initial operations schedule called for routine
transmission of imagery four hours a day, five days a week, with
emergency use at any time. This link became operational about 15
January 1968. An MSC-54 terminal also was completed at Brandywine on B May to serve as a backup to MSC-46. o
Besides playing a key role in U. S. satellite communication projects, the Air Force supported United Kingdom (U. K. )
and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) ComSat programs.
In 1966 DOD had agreed to procure and orbit two improved DSCS-type
satellites for the British. One satellite would be on orbital standby

t#)

shouldtheotherfail;however,trafficwouldberoutinelysharedbe-

tween the spacecraft as long as both were operable.

(€tqpllq During fiscal year 196? the Air Force had questioned
the amount of technical data to which the British were entitled. After
several agencies investigated the matter, OSD reassured the Air Force
that there was no conflict between the international agreement and
pertinent U. S. National Security Memoranda. The agreement clearly
obligated DOD to provide the British the same developmental and
production information deriving from British-funded activities that the
United States would have obtained had it funded the work. Otherwise'
the Air Force need release only that data essential to effective U. S. U.K. cooperation. In December 196? the Secretary of Defense approved arrangements made by military representatives of the two
g
systems.
national
two
the
between
interoperability
countries to achieve

€.ep'.f) A bidding competition restricted initially to Britishbids
subcontractors during fiscal year 196? failed to evoke responsive
for the ground satellite control terminal. The Air Force therefore on
3 October 196? requested new proposals and subsequently selected an
American firm, Radiation, Inc., to do the work' The firm conducted
preliminary design review of the ground system at its Flbrida'ffacilities
on 1? June 1968. Meanwhile' the spacecraft manufacturer, PhilcoFord ran into problems in developing the U. K. satellite, resulting in
slipping the first launch from NovemUer 1968 to April 1969.10

t

ffCfrET
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(ry
on ? september 196? osD advised DCA 4nd secEetary
Brown that NATo had agreed to proceed with Phase II of its saterlite communication project, which would include procurement and
launch of two u. K. -type satellites and acquisition of an appropriate
number of ground terminals. The NATO Infrastructure Committee
had agreed to provide $3 million for a 180-day option to procure'the
satellites and Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE)
authorized the United States to obligate this money imrnediately, with
additional funds to follow. oSD assigned primary responsibili.ty for
U. S. participation in the project to the Director of DCA and asked the
Secretary of the Air Force to procure the satellites as an add-on to
the existing U. K. satellite contract. Despite these instryctions. the
Air Force moved very slowly on the procurement. It did not cbmmit
funds until 4 April 1968, after the Infrastructure Committee had authorized SHAPE to issue a letter of intent for purchasing the two satellites.ll

(U) The start of fiscal year 1968 also saw the Air Force and
OSD reach a milestone in the tactical communication satellite area.
On 1 July 1967, LES-5 was launched into its 18,000-NM;.o€&r:1
synchronous orbit. The first of two satellites developed by the Lin-

coln Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute of Technololy under Air
Force Program 591, LES-5 sought to demonstrate the feasibility of
teletype cornmunication in the UHF spectrum between temestrial'F
terminals via satellite relay. The satellite was spin-stabilized, solarpowered' and the first to employ only solid transistors in lieu of vacuurn tubes. Radiating about 50 watts, the satellite drifted around the
earth once every 11 aays.l2

(U) Immediately after launch the Air Force, Army, and Navy
began using the satellite. For its portion of tests aimed at proving

the operational usefulness of satellite relay of teletype data between
aircraft for command and control, the Air Force had mpdified.l2
aircraft (six EC-135rs, three B-52rs, and three KC-I35's). The
Army had prepared five experimental ground stations, and the Navy
three experimental shipboard terminals and three shore installations.

{5{F1) During the first hatf of the year, Program 591
proved conclusively that satellite communication between aircraft and
'kThe word terre,strialtt as used here denotes airborne, seaborne, and ground terminals as opposed to spaceborne terminals.
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from aircraft to ground was feasible and reliable. The test program
entered Phase II on I January 1968.. As the principal Air Force user,
SAC flew a Thule monitor mission+ to test the maximum range and
operational error of the satellite system, as well as the effect of
heavy Aurora Borealis on transmissions. Tests between the Offutt
AFB aircraft and those in the Alaska and Greenland areas showed
that reliable communication could be maintained as far north as 75o,
about the latitude of Thule. After SAC completed its tests during
March, AFSC arranged for modification of the SAC terminals for use
with LES-6. At a meeting at SAMSO later that month' all participants expressed "high enthusiasmtt over LES-5 results. pf 30 June
1968 the Air Force completed its use of the satellite. H5wever'"
testing by selected NATO countries was to continue into the new fiscal year. Also, the United States began negotiations with Japan for
a data exchange agreement.13
As the testing of LES-S neared its end, the Air Force
{p{e'f"
prepared to launch LES-6, the second Program 591 satellite, early in
fiscal year 1969. More advanced tJlan its predecessor, L'ES-6 wbuld
operate at synchronous altitude, have more electrical power' o.nd be
able to beam its signals more efficiently to receiving terminals.

In addition to the Lincoln Laboratories satellites, the
Air Force also was responsible for furnishing two R&D satellites-TacSat 1 and 2--Titan IIIC boosters, and launch services for the triservice Tactical Communication Satellite Program' also known as'r
Program 191. As originally planned, these satellites *oufd b"
launched into synchronous equatorial orbits and be capable of a single
repositioning of at least 1800. In January 1967, when the Air Force
awarded a contract for the I, 600-pound satellites to Hughes Aircraft
Co., it scheduled the launch of TacSat for the third quarter of fiscal year 1968. However, because ODDR&E insisted that the satellite
command links be secured to protect them against possible Soviet
tapping, the Air Force was forced to slip the launch to thg first . Quarter of fiscal year 1969.14
{erfffi

(WO
Meanwhile, the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps members of the Tactical Satellite Executive Steering Group (TSEG)+ were
aircraft constantly visually monitored the BMEWS site at
Thule, Greenland, to be certain that no communication outages could
be erroneously attributed to an attack.
*For the background on the establishing of TSEG, see Cantwell
FY 1967, Part I, pp 34-35.
,I.SAC
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studying various ways to assure the best operationar use
of the R&D
tactical satellites.
the
suggestion
of
thl
Air
Force,
the
steering
.At
group directed the Army
to take the read in defining a system for
handling known intratheater requirements; and the Air
Force to study
worldwide tactical satellite communication needs. During
the fall of
1967 both service studies were submitted to TSEG.
Meanwhile,
ODDR&E and the Military communications-Electronics Board (MCEB)
submitted specific requirements which they wished included as
a
TacSat operational pta1. 15

wNeithertheArmynorAirForcestudiesref1ectedall
oDDR&E/tucne requirements. The steering group therefore accepted
another Air Force suggestion that the two slrvice studies
be integrated into a comprehensive operational concept plan.
The
also was asked to participate in drafting the plan because Joint Staff
of JCS
interest in it. rb
€#)

The concept plan furnished the Joint Staff on 15 March
a program for building an initial operating capability on
LES-6, Tacsat l, and the Tacsat lA-las the Tacsat l backup
came known' The operational configuration would be reached now be_
in three
stages: by converting R&D assets to operational use, using
the rnodified TacSat 1A and additionar terminars in calendar year 1969,
deploying the Tacsat 2-based system starting in calendar year and
{s-iz.lI
1968 described

(e€=o)

The steering group suggested that raunching
would be the most efficient way to increase the availability, Tacsat 1A
and survivability of communication in combat. It pointed outreliability,
major components had been designed, some satelliies already that
and technology existed to make necessary modifications. Ariy produced,
new satellite would cost more and would certainly not be ready for Lperational
use before calendar year lg?I.

f€{F)
Members of the Joint Staff had reached similar conclusions' particularly regarding southeast Asia requirements.
since
1962 DoD had invested $320
in
fixed-plant,
long-harrl
cooor
-il1ion
munication facilities in Southeast
Asia, yet in March t96B the network
still was unable to fulfill requirements. However, the Joint chiefs
were now convinced that a satellite communication system--composed
of satellites with steerable narrow beams and enough
terminals
support contingency requirements--could meet any future needs. to
Either the DSCS Phase II or the Tacsat system could fulfill these
criteria. However, OSD had not approved the former,
and the latter
was still in the early stages of deveropment. If phase II
of the DSCS

:s[0ft+
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was funded imrnediately, it stitl would not be able to meet increased
SEA requirements before July 1970. It appeared this long delay couki
be avoided, however, by modifying Tacsat 1A so that it could be used
with the DSCS and linked to six MSC-54 terminals. Such a system,
which could become available about a year earlier, wouldr probahly
cost much less, be more flexible, and its space and terrestrial components could be adapted to other uses. lB

tg€e€) The Space Directorate, whose representatives had participated in all this planning, agreed the above was a logical approach
to the tactical satellite program. The greatest utility would be derived from TacSat 1, and this course of action would lead to an early
significant operational system at a low technical risk. Equally significant, if the TacSat 1 program was approved, the major acquisition
effort for TacSat 2 could be deferred until fiscal year 1971. Accordingly, the Directorate estirnated on I April 1968 that 19?0 funds eould
be reduced from $3? million to g3. 5 million.19
tffi)
Meanwhile, in January Dr. Flax reviewed and suggested some changes in a TacSat DCP prepared by ODDR&E and on 7
February he concurred in the final draft. The entire subject was
addressed in detail in TSEG's formal Tactical Satellite Communication
Operational Concept P1an, submitted to the JCS and to the military
departrnents on 15 March. Various formal briefings were subsequently
given to staff elements ol the departments and ODDR&E. At yearrs
€od, actions were under way to submit a formal TacSat concept formulation phase proposal to OSb.20
(U) During the fiscal year, the steering group agreed on a division of responsibilities for TacSat I R&D testing. AII testing would be
controlled from the Armyrs Satellite Communication Test Operations
Center at Fort Monmouth, N. J. The Air Force would provide the
overall Test Director, the Army and Navy, the Deputy Test Directors.
On 12 June 1968 the group approved the preliminary draft of the Joint
Services Test Plan for TacSat I, prepared under Navy leadership. At ,.1
the end of the fiscal year, the Nawy was working on details of the plani'
The Air Force during the year also explored ways to
f:@)
provide t}re 27 EC-135 aircraft of the Worldwide Airborne Command
Post (WWABNCP) system an early operational satellite communication
capability. These strategically important aircraft depended on ultra
high frequency (UHF) radio links for their primary means of communication. UHF transmissions, however, are interrupted whenever the

sFcffr
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curvature or topography of the earth comes between sender and receiver. This difficulty could be overcome by satellite relay of uHF

signals.
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After studying the vari ous options, on 24 May 1g68
w,
AFSC recommended that the Air Force conduct a limited industry
contract competition to select a firm to install 27 new terminals and
54 modulation/demodulation devices aboard the airborne command
posts. ''- In June the Air staff directed the Air Force Logi3tics cbmmand to initiate procurement and released $2. 05 million in 1968 funds
for the purpose. Aircraft modification was to start in the firsr quarter of fiscal year 1970 and end six months later. Since launch time
for both LES-6 and racsat I would precede the modifications, the
worldwide airborne command posts would be able to benefit from the
UHF satellite communication relay system by late fiscal year rg70.23

'l.The competition was to be limited to two contractors, Electronics
Communications, Inc., and Collins Radio.

l9

IV.

SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY AND PROGRAMS

(U) In addition to the satellite systems and programs described
in earlier chapters, the Air Force carried on many giound-based
activities to supporrt its space endeavors, It also continued to inves-

tigate many related technologles which could be used to improve space
systems in the future.
Space Experiments

(U) The inevitable merger of the'Air Forcets Aerospace
Researeh Support Program (ARSP) and Space Experiments Support
Program (SESP) took place in March 1968. * The former had been
established in 1962 by the office of Aerospace Research {oAR) to
eoordinate effor:ts to place research and exploratory development experiments aboard available boosters. sEsp had been organized by
the Air Force in 1966 under AFSC to serve advanced and engineering
development programs.

(U) On 12 March 1968 General Hedrick sent AFSC and OAR a
plan which merged three related .activities into two. Begiruring in
fiscal year 1970, systems commandts sESp office would be responsible for locating empty ttpiggyback" space aboard large boosters
which could be used for general DoD research and technology experiments. trt also would be responsible for payload integration and
launch services, ARSP would be dropped and its research satellites
and sounding rockets projects combined with OARts Plastic Balloon
comporients and rechniques program under a new element. This new
program' entitled Satellites, Balloons, and Rockets, would be managed
by OAR.
(U) Under provisions of the Direetorate of Space plan, OAR
and AFSC would retain the same division of responsibilities through
fiscal year 1969. As in the past, any military agency could sponsor
experiments, but since sEsP operated with R&D funds, sponsors of
non-R&D payloads were expected to finance integration costs, and

*For further

Chapter VIII.

background,

see Cantwell, FY 1991, Part I
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payload-peculiar charges. The Directorate of Space would handle all
flight requests, advise the AFSC program office on flight p1ans, and
annually host a program review.

(U) During fiscal year 1968 flight attempts in the two programs
again were marked by checkered success. ARSP attempted to place
seven spacecraft and 26 experimbnts into orbit. An 27 July 1967 an
Atlas D launched from Vandenberg AFB caruied three orbital vehicles:
OV1-11, OVl-86, and OV1-12, with six ex-periments aboard. OVl-Il
failed to orbi.t; the other two, carrying radiation experiments, were
successful. The following day an ARSP ultraviolet radiation sensor.
was carried piggyback into orbit by a TAT-Agena D launched from
Vandenberg. On 4 December 1967 one of OAR's Scout boosters
launched OV3-6, carrying into orbit two ionospheric study experiments. On 6 April 1968 an Atlas F was used for the first time in
support of ARSP, placing OAR's OVi-13 and 1-14 into orbit. OVi-13
contained seven radiation experiments, a solar ceIl experiment, and
a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASAi materials
test. lhe other orbital vehicle caruied eight SAMSO radiation experiments.2

(U) Two background radiation experiments and one solar X-ray
burst detector experiment rvere successfully carried aloft frorn Van'denberg on 7 August 1967 by an Air Force Long Tank TAT-Agena.
An Army geodetic experiment was lost during the launch of NASAfs
Nimbus B weather satellite on 18 lVlay 1968, when the Vandenbelg
AFB rarrge safety officer destroyed tire errant Thorad booster.3
(U) The Air Force planned two additional SESP launches carrying 14 experiments early in fiscal year 1969. ARSP's remaining two
flights, plaru:ed for July and December 1968, would carry five experiments. During fiscal year tr968 the two programs received'4 total of,
$1?.2 rrrillion. Ti'e i969 DOD i-.,udgeL sul.lririi.i,ed i.ti CurrsresD rc.-rLitsLcd
$6 million for' ARSP and $16. 5 million for SESP.4

.

Space Boosters

(€{p;!|)

the Air Forcets Designated Systems Management Group. reviewed the status of the Titan III R&D
space booster and agreed that it had achieved its objectives. As a
result of this program, initiated in December 1962, the Air Force
acquired a family of standardized boosters to support national space
projects. Initially, the Air !'orce developed two models, which used

In mid-February

1968

$t0fE+r,
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as building blocks components of the Titan II ICBM liquid propellant
first and second stages, a restartable upper stage (transtage), a

control module, and two strap-on 120-inch solid propellant rocket

motors. The initial configuration, Titan IIIA, consisted of the liquid
core' transtage, ond control module; it could place 5,800 pounds
into a 100 NM orbit. The second, Titan rIIC had B6-foot solid rockets strapped on and could lift 5,000 pounds to escape velocity, put
2'r4o pounds into synchronous equatorial orbit; or it could place
25,100 pounds into a I00 NM circular orbit. S
The Titan III family continued to grow. During fiscal
year 1965 osD had approved.an Air Force proposal to degelop Trtan
IIIB. This was a stripped-down version of the "A, t' without its
transtage, malfunction detection system, and certain redundant equipment. The "Bt' was required to orbit speciarly crassified payloads
from the west coast which the Aflas-Agena could not handle. Following a single developmental launch on 2g July Ig66, the t'8" was
declared operational on 28 september. The rrMrr model was approved
in fiscal year 1966 with modified, first-stage engines-and sevensegment solids as the booster for the Manned orbiting Laboratory.
In April 1966 the Air Force also was authorized to develop the Titan
IIID to meet special polar-orbit mission requirements. Its components included two-segment strap-on motors, radio guidance (a11 other
Titan III models had inertial guidance), and Burner II in place of the
transtage. In accordance with production contracts negotiated late in
1967 and early in 1968, 98 percent of the parts in the Titan IIIB, c,
and D models would be standardized. 6

(€ire!,4) During fiscal year 1g68, Air Force

tr"rrr"rl"O

crews
five more Titan IIIBts at Vandenberg AFB, bringing to 18 the number
of successful shots in 14 attempts. As discussed earlier, two Titan
IIICTs launched from cape Kennedy successfully placed their communication satellite payloads into orbit, for a record of eight successes in 10 tries. with development of the "D" proceeding, on 3
May 1968 the Air Force awarded a contract to M. M. Sundt construction co., to modify space Launch complex 4E at vandenberg. The
work was to be completed by 16 May lgOg, well ahead of the first
Titan IIID launch scheduled for July 19?0.'/

Requirements for another important Air Force booster,
the SLV-2 (Thor)' diminished in fiscal year 1968. During the previous
year, ODDR&E had approved procurement of. 29 SLV-2rs to meet
usAF and NASA needs through June 1g69. In December 196? an Air

. tEONEF
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Force review of 1970 requirements revealed that 12 vehicles would
satisfy the needs of both agencies. The Air Force planned to use
only two of the Thors. o

(U) Also, it appeared that unless NASA came up with a requirement, production of the SLV-S (Atlas)--one of the space age's early
workhorses--might end in September 1968. The last Atlas was due
for delivery at that time, and AFSC could identify no further USAF
requirement. Certain Air Force programs used surplus Atlases, but
none required the SLV-3 configuration.'
*
(l#ff
Changes also were made early in fiscal year 1968 in
Air Force procurement plans for the Agena space booster, used
primarily by the Air Forcers Special Projects Office. Since this
West Coast office found it necessary to modify the standard Agenas,
existing SAMSO procedures for low-cost procurement of standard
Agenas for all users 'were no longer applicable. Therefore, in midOctober 1967 Dr. Flax and General Ferguson agreed that future
Agena procurement would be handled directly by the Special Projects
Office and that production of a standard Agena would cease in JuIy
1968. Should other Air Force uses materialize, the office would
assist in procurement. If NASA identified new requirements, it
would procure the Agenas directly from the contractor.l0
ir

The Satellite Control Facility

(9eEr*) Although its budget was reduced by almost 20 percent, the Satellite Control Facility (SCf') achieved most of its pfojected improvements in fiscal year 1968, with only one item, a new
antenna, being canceled outright. In the revised RDT&E budget, the
Air Force withheld complete funding of the SCFts new Guam tracking
station until fiscal year 1968, reduced base support to the lowest
acceptable level, and made other changes.ll Meanwhile, construction
began on the Guam facility in July 196?, aiming for operational capability in April 1969. i' AIl available funds were applied to work on the
facilityrs new 60-foot antenna, which would be temporarily connected
to the old mobile tracking station in order to support a launch set
for December 1968.12
'l'The facility originally was to have been completed by July
1968. It would include a Space Ground Link Subsystem (SGLS), an
Advanced Data System (ADS), and improvements to the Expanded
Communications Electronic System (EXCELS).
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{frgE4 By I August 1967 OSD accepted an Air Force proposal
to resolve the communication logjam at the Indian Ocean Station by
tying it into the DSCS. AFSC was authorized to lease two terminals
for installation at Antigua, British west Indies, and Mah* .seycty:lles
island group in the Indian Ocean. With the completion of work in the
summer of 1968, the vital Indian Ocean Station would be linked to the
Satellite Test Center, Sunnyvale, Calif., by two data and two teletype
circuits and one alternate voice/data circuit. At least one of the
slowly drifting DSCS satellites would be in proper position for the two
terminals to use it about 75 percent of the time. Otherwise, the station would revert to high frequency transmission.13
(ry)
ta August Ig6? Congress finally approved an Air Force
request to purehase B. 2 more acres of land for the Satellite Test
Center at Sunnyvale. Site preparation began in October, but OSD fund
restrictions delayed actual construction of the facility until 15 March
1968. The slippage of the completion date to July 1969 was expected
to have no impact on operafions. However, it would delay installation
of certain equipment and increase the facilityrs costs, since procurement would have to be extended and contracts changed.l4
Lifting Body Spacecraft

(W,

In July 196? the Air Forcers Spacecraft Technology and
Advanced Reentry Tests (START) program consisted of two projects-Piloted Low Speed rests (PILor) and Maneuverable Reentry systems
(MRS) studies. Two other projects, Aerothermodynamie/elastic
Structural Systems Environmental Tests, and Precision Recovery Including Maneuvering Entry (PRIME), had been successfully completed during
fiscal years 1966 and 196?, respectively. The three-flight PRIME project proved that an ablatively cooled, maneuverable reentry vehicle
capable of Mach 5 speeds over a range of 4,500 nautical miles could
return to the earthts surface within 10 miles of its objective, and that
it could be refurbished and reused. The unmanned SV-SD vehicle had
performced cross-range maneuvers up to ?00 miles.15
(%

The PILor project called for testing a manned, lowof the SV-5 configuration, which the Air Force designated
the X-24A. Its data, collected in a flight regime of Mach 2 at 100,000
feet and landing, would supplement information obtained from the earlier
PRIME tests. The project would correlate pilot experience with wind
tunnel data, simurator techniques, and the experiences of NASA's
HL-10 and M2F2 lifting bodies, also undergoing tests. For that matter
speed version

24

PILOT flight tests were coordinated by the joint NASA/DOD Lifting
Body Flight Test Committee, formed in April 1965 to over6ee the
NASA p"ogra-s. *
The X-24A flight tests were to be conducted in two
W+
phases. The first, to begin early in fiscal year 1969, would comprise 10 subsonic, unpowered flights initiated by a B-52 drop. Il1 the
second phase of 20 flights, the pilot would use the vehiclers rocket
power to attain transonic and supersonic speeds approaching Mach 2
to investigate and measure stability characteristics under human control.

(U) Accepted by the Air Force on 24 August 1967, the X-24A

completed full-sca1e wind tunnel tests during February attd Ma""hf1968
at NASAts Ames Research Center to verify results of earlier smallscale tunnel tests. While confirming previous X-24A lift/drag and
stability values with a smooth surface, the tests showed that both
suffered significant losses when the craftrs surfaces were roughened
to simulate post-reentry condition. An additional wind tunnel program
was then undertaken to compare the recovered PRIME vehicle shape
with the unflown X-24A to evaluate those effects. As a consequence,
although all flight test instrumentation had been installed, the flights
were delayed until about September 1968.16

(U) In December 1967 ODDR&E pared the START's fiscal year
1969 budget from $4 million to $1 million and reduced the'prograrh to

minimum X-24A testing and design studies and wind tunnel tests of
Maneuverable Reentry Systems. In fact, ODDR&E considered the MRS
technology effort the most important START task remaining. Since
$600,000 was needed to support the X-24A, $400,000 was to be applied
to competitive studies culminating in MRS preliminary design and aerodynamic development. A plan for MRS studies was requested in time
for the fiscal year 1969 allocation of funds. The Air Force, however,
suceeeded in having $100,000 set aside for an expandable strucJures
project (discussed below), reducing MRS funding to $300, 000.17

*A formal agreement dated ? November 1967 provided that the
X-24A and its spares, parts, and supporting materiel would be ldaned
by the Air Force to NASA for the tests. The Director of NASATs
Flight Research Center would manage the test program in consultation with the Chief, Research Properties Branch, Aeronautical Systems
Division, AFSC. On 25 January 1968 the loan agreement was completed. Then on 13 May 1968 HQ USAF and NASA accepted the working
level agreement proposed to implement the agency agreement.

t0ltfto!iltil
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tJ'lt.4tf) The Air Force's attempt to guide the MRS studies in
a meaningful direction was greatly handicapped by its own inability to
define a mission for the lifting body spacecraft. Reports completed
in October 1967 by several contractors who had investigated MRS

identified four possible missions: satellite inspection, loglstic s:qpport
of a space stationr orrd routine and request surveillance. However,
they saw no clear, pressing military need for such missions. AIso,
because of the priority demands of Southeast Asia on the Air Forcers
limited R&D funds, D-q. Flax did not feel any sense of urgency for a
viable MRS progr"-.18

In March 1968 Col. Paul Baker, Jr., Chief of the Technology Division of the Space Directorate, realized that lack of a credible
MRS concept formulation plan might kill the project, exegpt for fhe
X-244. In an effort to crystallize the directoraters thinking on the
problem, he proposed that the Air Force develop an MRS system with
a lift/drag value of 2.0/3.0 and a multimission capability for both
USAF and NASA missions. Colonel Baker sought a system that could
refurn 20,000-pound payloads and land in any weather at any time of
the day. It would require an onboard guidance system that could enable an MRS vehicle to rendezvous and be recovered on demand, a data
management system capable of transmitting at extremely high rates,
and a high-performance, maneuvering propulsion system capable of
multiple restarts. The Space Directorate official also noted that such
questions as landing mode and vehicle geometry required more attention. After discussing the above proposal, General Hedrick and Dr.
Flax's staff agreed that the first step in breaking the logjam was to
inform the Assistant Secretary about the current status of technology.
Toward this end, the General instructed Colonel Baker to prepare an
MRS white paper.19

It was completed and forwarded to Dr. Flax on 3 May
providing
1968. Besides
the requested survey of technology, Colonel
Baker traced the history of the Air Forcers development efforts on
lifting bodies. While asserting that the technology for a lifting body
spacecraft system development was in hand, he could identify no clear"
current need for such a craft but suggested that the requirement for a
nerv generation of spacecraft should evolve in the next decad..20,
€'Gt

After he was briefed on 20 June, Dr. Flax agreed
that a parametric study of MRS payloads should be made. He thought
that the need would be in the 20,000-pound range, and that such factors as vehicle reusability, horizontal landing, &rrd cross-range capability would have to be investigated. His Deputy for Requirements,
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Dr. Michael I. Yarymovych, was instructed to prepare a list of ,technological aspects of the MRS to be considered in a work statement
near the end of the fiscal year.zL
(s.eFgf As noted above, the Air Force planned to allot $100,000
in fiscal year 1969 to the Expandable and Modular Structures project.
This project was an outgrowth of AFSCts preparations early in fiscal
year 1967 to place experiments aboard NASA's Apollo Applications Program flights.'F The AFSC effort was supported by the MOL Program
Office, which saw particular merit in an expandable airlock technology
experiment. Such technology would be needed if the MOL mission
eventually required frequent extravehicular activity.22 '
'r
%DespitestrongsupportfromtheMoLofficeandthe

Space Directorate, the airlock technology experiment was not funded in
196? or 1968. In the spring of 1968 the Space Directorate, sti1l sup-

ported by the MOL Program Office, decided on a new approach and
proposed incorporating the experiment into the START project in 1969.
Although Dr. Flax questioned this move, on 2L March 1968 Dr.
Yarymovych asked that he approve preparation of an expandable structures advanced development plan and that the project be included as a
START program element in fiscal year 1969.23
Advanced Liquid Rocket Technology

(U) After 1968, when a small NASA contract would expire, the
Air Forcers advanced liquid rocket development effort would be the
only such project actively being pursued in the United States. At the
beginning of fiscal year 1968, it consj-sted of three projects: Advanced
Storable Liquid Rocket Technology, High Performance Cryogenic Liquid Rocket Technology, and Advanced Maneuvering Propultion T&hnology. On 19 January 1968, however, after a Phase I firing demonstration of the critical components of an advanced storable liquid
rocket had been completed, ODDR&E decided to delay Phase II development because of funding problems.24
(eree'+l The objective of the second project was to demonstrate a high pressure, liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen (LOb2LIJy'. erngine.
'i'The.se experiments were: Expandable Airlock Technology,
Preprototype Encapsulation and Recovery of Space Objects.

and
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Air Force officials believed that recoverable booster sy3tems of'the

future would depend on the high chamber pressure Lo2lH2engine to
obtain high performance with reasonably sized vehicles. In addition,
their studies had shown that significant payload increases could be
achieved by incorporating a high specific impulse engine using
LozLHz into existing vehicle stages, or in future launch vehicles.
During Phase I studies completed in 1967, researchers concluded that
of two concepts investigated,* the high-pressure, staged, combustion
beII type should be used to demonstrate a modular engine of 250,000
pounds thrust. The goal of Phase II, contracted with Pratt-Whitney
on 6 November 196?, was prototype engine demonstratioris beginnlng
May 1971. In June 1968 this Air Force Reusable Rocket Engine was
officially designated the XLR-129 -P-T.25

In November 196? a contract was awarded to RocketdJme
tO€Ffi
to investigate Phase I of advanced maneuverable propulsion systems.
Its overall objective was to demonstrate an advanced high performooc€r fully throttleable hydrogen/fluorine engine. Such a space vehicle engine would be important for such missions as satellite interception and inspection, space-borne reconnaissance or surveillance,
and docking. It also could be used in high-energy upperlstage b6osters.
The Phase I investigations, requiring -two years, would comprise preliminary engine design and testing of critical components.
Advanced Space Guidance

(u) since 1962 the Air Force sought ways to impro.rb trte lbvigational capability of space vehicles. Under its Advanced Guidance
project, it worked on inertial guidanced systems, horizon sensors,
and star and landmark trackers. Fiscal year lgGB program activity,
restricted by a shortage of funds, centered on the Flexible Guidance
Software and Precision Earth Pointing Systems.+26
*Also evaluated, but rejected as less technologically sound

was

an annular chamber-aerospike design.
+The Flexible Guidance Software System previously had been
called the Quick Reaction Guidanee and Targeting System. Precision
Earth Pointing System had been the Space Precision Attitude Reference
System. A third task, Horizon Data Measurement Set, restricted by
fund cutsr w&s conducted at a verv low level
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(wBothwereschedu1edasSESPexperimentstobef1own
in the second quarter of calendar year Ig?0. After the Air Forcets
request for $6 million for Advanced Space Guidance in fiscal year
1968 was cut in half in July 196?r & n€w development plan had to be
prepared. Air Force officials nevertheless believed they could sti1l
meet major technological objectives and the flight date if ODDR&E
promptly released deferred funds without waiting for the new development plan. D^a. Foster agreed and made the money available on 30
October 1967.27

Lockheed, IBM, and North American Rockwell subW
mitted competing preliminary designs for the Precision Earth Pointing
S-vs'tem by April 1968. Each designed a stellar-inertial instrument
which could give a spaceborne sensor its angular orientation with an
accuracy of better than three to eight seconds of arc. ItsM.and*
Lockheed were selected to demonstrate their laboratory models. Because only limited funds would be available in fiscal year 196g, however, the Air Force decided it would select only one contractor to
produce a flight prototype model.28

tg€tFrf In November 196? the Air Force accepted a proposal
from IBM to undertake Phase II development of the Flexible Guidance
software system. The projectts major goal was to develop a mission
planner compatible with ritan III. The plannerrs primary function
would be to automate and reduce manual work of several contractors
involved in Titan III prelaunch activities. 29
Fiscal year 1969 funding for Advanced Space Guidance
{€{F1)
work dropped from $B million to gB million. on 2s April 1968
sAMSo submitted new development plans in the form of R&D management reports, requesting Air staff approval of the reduced effort. 3o
Advanced Space Power Technology

{€r€!ta) At the begiruring of fiscal year 1968 OSD reduced funding for the Air Forcefs Advanced space power supply Technology program from the requested $3 million to $1.5 million. However, before
the sum was released the Air Force was required to submit specific
plans covering operation of a backup fuel cell system for MoL and a
lightweight, high-powered solar cell array-battery power system for
Program 19I. rr
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Dr. Flax forwarded

these plans to DDRGE on'I't[ovember 1967; they projected a three-year effort costing $6. B million.
Dr. Foster approved the plans on 22 November 196?, and granted the
Air Force $700,000 for the fuel ce1l and $800,000 for the solar array
in fiscal year 1968. However, since one bidder had challenged selection of a competitor to build the fuel cell, Dr. Flax authorized procurement of the solar aryay on1y, pending resolution of the issul.32

{€€p-=tr The approved plan

and associated develdlment'drec-

tive for the solar aruay cell-battery system outlined a two-year development effort costing $800,000 in fiscal year 1968 and $2 million in
fiscal year 1969. work was to start in April 1968 on a test model,
which was scheduled for completion in June 1969, with initial flight set
for the following November. In January 1968, however, OSD reduced
the 1969 effort to $500,000 and stretched the program to l9?0. In
April $300,000 of the 1968 funds were deferred and allotted to another

program. These 1968 and 1969 budget actions left only sufficient
money for the array development; all effort associated with the battery
power system was suspended. In June 1968 the Air Force awarded a
contract to the Hughgg Aircraft Company to produce the retractable
solar array system. rJ

t,da

Navigation and Other Satellites

G'ATFD In fiscal year 196? the Navy was working on an expansion of its satellite navigation system, and the Air Force investigated
the possible application of aircraft navigation by satellite. on 11
December 196? ODDR&E approved an Air Force proposal costing
$1 million in Space Studies funds to investigate a concept formulation
of a satellite system for precise navigation of high-speed aircraft.
After soliciting industry proposals for two studies, on 2 February 1968
the Air Force solicited the participation of the Army, Navy, NASA,
and the Department of Transportation. On 29 February, Lt. Gen.
Joseph R. Holzapple, DCS/R&D, invited these agencies to help evaluate contractor proposals and, later, contractor results. Subsequently,
the Air Force also sent courtesy copies of the work statements to the
Coast Guard, Marine Corps, and Federal Aviation Adrninistration. In
April the Air Force selected rRw, Inc., and Hughes Aircraft Company
to undertake parallel nine-month concept studies of the proposed navigational satellite system, now identified as System GZIB.34
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tffiInFebruary196BoDDR&Easkedthemi1ttarys*vices
to convert their Triservice Navigation satellite committee* to a
Navigation Satellite Executive Steering Group (NSEG). Like the TSEG,
the new steering group would be responsible for overall program
coordination. Each Assistant Secretary for R&D was requested to
appoint NSEG members from his own offiee and also from his militarv
staff.

35

However, Dr. Flax sought to dissuade OEDR&E.drom
adopting this particular management approach. Too many executive
steering groups' he complained, were already consuming too much
time of the "already heavily-burdened staff of the Service Assistant
Secretary for R&D.tt Though excellent results had been obtained from
TSEG, Dr. Flax thought the process would become self-defeating if it
required more detailed management from the top, and would make it
impossible to capture the high-Ievel attention sought in the first place.
Instead of another steering group, he recommended creating a coordination panel including representatives from the headquarters and systems/materiel cornmands of each service to perform the function.
ODDR&E had not formally replied to Dr. Flax by the end of the fiscal
yea".36

In May 1968 the follow-on DOD Gravity Gradient Ex4S+D
periment (DODGE) satellite project, to which osD had attached great
hope and expectation, was terminated. Early in fiscal year 1966,
osD had decided to adopt the Nawy's DoDGE project as a,test bcd for
meteorological experiments. Other subsystems experiments had been
added' and, in April 1966, the Air Force was directed to place an infrared sensor aboard what had now become known as the DODGE-M (trMrl
for multipurpose) satellite. Disdainful of the projectfs usefulness in
its own infrared satellite program and fearing the satellite would preempt booster space from more important satellites, the Air Force
opposed the concept from the outset. It finally convinced ODDR&E in
1967 that time and events had negated the ideats rationale, and the
infrared experiments were withdrawn. within a year the entire project was dropped. At first the Navy had to suspend activity on the
follow-on project, while it resolved orbitat difficulties being experienced by the original satellite. Later it also was faced with funding
problems. When the orbiting satellite achieved the projectfs original
goals' Dr. Foster ir rygy lg68 accepted a Navy recommendation to
cancel the experiment. J'
*This committee had been formed by the' military services in
Mareh 1967 as an ad hoc working group to make certain that any new
satellite navigation system proposed would be cost-effective and
triservice -oriented.
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Space Studies

(HInNovemberI962theSecretaryoftheAirForce,
Eugene M. Zuckert, had asked OSD for $25 million a year to finance
space teehnology studies for which no other convenient or pertinent
program element existed. Subsequently, OSD establishd Program
Element 6.24.10.06F and allocated $10 million to it in 1964. However, the Air Force did not have autonomous control of the funds.
ODDR&E released them incrementally for individual study projects

and frequently transferred funds to other prograrns. Thus, in the
four years up to 1968, although the Air Force was authorized $20
million for spacq-studies, $14.98 million of that sum was diverted to
other prograrrr".3B

(lFef$ In August 196? several contractor studies of t'Economies in Spacecraft Operations" were completed. These studies had
originated in January 1965 when ODDR&E asked the Air Force to

find ways to reduce the cost of delivering and operating payloads in
near-earth orbit. After a composite DOD/NASA missionrrrrodel for
the 19?0-1985 period had been investigated, four of 10 proposed areas
were isolated for further study. These were: extending spacecraft
life; multimission spacecraft; improved launch vehicles; and launch
vehicle utility. Beginning in January 1966 five firms were awarded
study contracts, which they compfeteO by July 196?. 39

(U) In November 1967 an Air Force contractor also completed
the first phase of a space rescue study. This contractor concluded
that, while most probably emergencies in space would not need an

extremely rapid response escape system, they would produce crew injury. Hence, the operation of an escape device by an injured astronaut would be a significant consideration in defining an escape system.
Examining these study results in the light of related work done by the
Air Force, NASA, and the space industry, SAMSO concluded that here
was a technical data base upon which deeper analysis of selected
space systems could be made. Consequently, in February 1968 SAMSO
requested $200,000 to conduct a Conceptual Design Analysis and Technology Assessment of Space Escape Systems.40 No decision had been
made on this request by yearts end.
During fiscal year 1964 Gen. Bernard A. Schriever'
€ru6p4
AFSC Commander, had personally attempted to arouse Air Staff support for studies of increased satellite survivability in a nuclear
environment. While sympathetic to his position, the Air Staff could
offer him no practical assistance at that time. Several years later,
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in July 1967, having received encouragement from several civilian
officials in ODDR&E and the Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
(OSAF), AFSC asked for $1.9 million in fiscal year l968"funds to
complete a four-phased survivability study.4l
Despite the top-level suppcrt, AFSCTs satellite sur{eqfl
vivability ideas were again cooly received by the Air Staff. In rejecting General Schrieverrs original proposals, the staff voiced the
view that each system office should incorporate survivability into its
own system. AFSCts new proposals were still broadly applicable to
the "next generation of spacecraft. t' On tlet basis the Space Directorate recommended on 11 August 196? that all but one project, t'Control of Observables, tt be disapproved. It delayed a final recommendation on this project, which seemed technologically acceptable, pending
identification of a source of funds. Should AFSC resubrrit the'other
three projects, the proposed work wou-l^d have to be redirected to a
specific system or program element. 42

(f€FC) In the meantime, a joint Headquarters USAF/AFSC
Systems Survivability Panel reviewed several Air Force satellite projects for vulnerability. It found no common basis for defining the
nuclear threat or environment to which satellites might be exposed.
It a-lso pinpointed inconsistencies in required hardness levels of the
different satellite systems. The panel felt all agencies dealing with
satellite survivability should develop a general rationale for hardening'
to include such matters as the threat, satellite survivability, tradeoffs,
levels of hardening, and attendant costs. In referring the matter back
to AFSC in October 1967, however, the Space Directorate suggested
more emphasis on hardening during the RDT&E phase of satellite systems development. Nothing further came of the effort in fiscal year
1968, however. When Dr. Flax had not acted on the program within
five months after its submission, in February 1968 the Directorate of
Space recalled the program documents; intending to resubmit them for
consideration in 1969. 43
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NASA

(U) As provided by the National Aeronautics and Space Act of
1958, DOD and NASA continued to closely coordinate their respective
space activities during fiscal year 1968. Representatives of the two

agencies sat together on the Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board (AACB) and its panels to assure the most efficient use
of national resources. Key officials also discussed mutual problems
on the Manned space Flight Policy committee and the Manned space
Flight Experiments Board. Elsewhere in laboratories, centers, and
airbases, military and civilian operators collaborated on joint programs or observed each otherrs work in unilateral programs of mutual
interest. The Space Act also stipulated that DOD make its resources
available to NASA. As the departmentrs agent in these matters, the
Air Force provided the bulk of DoD support. During fiscal year 1968
Air Force support_of NASA cost $160,900,G02, of which $ltc,2BT,820
was reimbursable.l

(U) Only on the issue of reimbursement did the Air Force-NASA
relationship sometimes tend to founder. Between 1963 and 1966 the Air
Force had chafed under an osD policy which provided support to the
space agency on a generally non-reimbursable basis. Gradually oSD
came around to the Air Force view that this was unrealistic, and on
2 November 1966 secretary McNamara advised Mr. James E. webb,
Administrator of NASA, that he would adopt a policy of full recovery
of DoDrs costs in support of NASA. Implementing the new policy,
however, proved to be a difficult matter.
(U) The problem was especially difficult at the Eastern Test
Range-Merritt Island Launch Area complex. Here a joint working
group had been appointed by the two agencies to work out an equitable
cost-sharing arrangement. However, the group was unable to agree
or recommend any reimbursement procedures to its parent organizations. 2 Faced with this impasse, on 4 April 1g6? Dr. Foster and Dr.
Robert c. Seamans, Deputy Administrator, NASA, submitted the issue
to Mr. Charles S. Schultze, Director of the Budget, for arbitration.

On 16 August 1967 Secretary McNamara advised that he would accept
Mr. Schultzers decisions as binding and restated his current belief
that both agencies should ful1v compensate each other for the costs of
services rendered.3

UNCTASSIFIElI
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(U) The Bureau of the Budget (BOB), after studying the issue,
proposed a working formula on 28 February 1968. It established
three cost categories for range activities: Management, Operations,
and Support. In general, all costs peculiar to NASA were to be
borne by the space agency regardless of category. DOD, as manager
of the range, would pay for all costs associated with the management
function. In fiscal year 1969 the Bureau decided that DOD would pay
60 percent of the overall cost of range operations, NASA 40 percent.
However, in the case of Apollo support aircraft, NASA would fund 85
percent of their costs by virtue of a previous agreement. In the support area the space agency would continue to pay only for the direct
support it received for its equipment and facilities. =
(u) Applying these guidelines, the Budget Bureau determined
that, of the $269.9 million in planned ETR 1969 expenditu{es' the
space agency should provide $51.4 million and DOD the balance of
$209. 5 million. The net effect of this decision would be to increase
NASA's fiscal year reimbursement from a projected $30 million to
$51 million. However, this was only an interim arrangement pending
establishrnent of a more efficient range accounting system by the Air
Force. The Eastern Test Range was the only area covered by the
bureaurs 1969 policy. Other activities were fully funded in each
agencyrs budget on the basis of existing agreements and would stand,
pending continuing discussions between DOD and NASA.

(U) In its implementing instructions to the Air Force in March,
OSD directed that the new accounting and billing systems be installed
by 1 July 1968 as suggested by the Bureau. With the waning of the
fiscal year, it became obvious that the range could not meet this
deadline; nevertheless, the Air Staff urged the AFSC commander to
give the problem his personal attention. c
(u) Formal arrangements for Air Force support of NASA on
the Western Test Range (WTR) had been put off for longer than a year
awaiting resolution of the ETR impasse. When the anticipated BOB
ruling covered only the ETR, ODDR&E and the Air Staff directed
AFSC to resume negotiations with NASA on the WTR and seek rnaximum reimbursement. The command was also instructed to settle
certain delinquent accounts receivable from NASA. These unsettled
bills, some outstanding since mid-1966, covered WTR support to
NASAts Nimbus, Pageos, and Delta operations.

(u) Aside from the overall question of Air Force support of
NASA, there was another particularly vexatious issue at the Eastern
UNCTASSIFIED
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Test Range--reimbursement for launching commercial communication
satellites. The first communication satellite intended for producing
revenue had been launched at Cape Kennedy on 6 April 1965 when
NASA orbited the Ear1y Bird satellite for the Communications Satellite Corporation (ComSatCorp). + NASA performed various services
for the corporation and provided much of the hardware involved. In
turn the Air Force furnished the booster and rendered range and
tracking services. Although reimbursed for the booster, the Air
Force received no compensation for its range support. Misinterpreting
an ODDR&E memorandum on the subject of support, the Air Force
billed NASA for only $23, 557.18, although the total cost of its services
was $69,000.

+6

(U) In fiscal year 1966, when additional ComSatCorp launches
were imminent, the Air Force decided to correct the earlier billing
and solicited Secretary McNamarats aid in obtaining full NASA compensation for eosts of the forthcoming hrtelsat II series. Secretary
McNamara informed Mr. Webb that he concurred in the Air Force approach. Over Mr. Webb's objections, the Air Force billed NASA an
additional $423, 685. 82 for the cost of the Early Bird launch. Moreover, on 24 April 1967 McNarnara told the space agency chief that he
had decided to charge NASA the full cost of launches following Early
Bird. By this time, however, three launches in the Intelsat II series
had already taken place--IlA in October 1966, IIB in January 1967, and
IIC in March 1967. Secretary McNamara demanded retroaetive adjustments.

T

(U) On 14 September 196? Dr. Joseph V. Charyk, President of
ComSatCorp, appealed to the Secretary of Defense to reconsider.
Rejecting the Air Force view that Intelsat II was a commercial system, he insisted that it was clearly a further developmental step
essential for the establishment of an operational, global communication satellite system. That this system could derive operating revenue did not change its essential development character. Dr. Charyk
added that should NASA pass on additional retroactive billings to

ComsatCorp and the International Tele-Communications Satellite Consortium (Intelsat) it represented, the costs of launches would surpass
the estimates the U. S. government had given the corporation. He
x'Two darlier industry-owned satellites' Telestar 1 and 2'
launched in July 1962 and May 1963, had been developmental versions.

*See Cantwell, FY 1967, Part I, pp 9-14.
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also claimed these estimates had been an important factor in deveioping the Intelsat and ComSatCorp charges to their customers for
service. Hence, ComSatCorprs charges for DOD service in the
Pacific were predicated in part on the launch cost estimates provided
by the department. B

.

(U) Dr. Charyk offered several legal, commercial, and political
reasons why the government should not impose such charges on Intelsat,
particularly the retroactive costs. The corporation disagreed that the
Budget Bureau required the government to recover ful1 costs, asserting
that this was discretionary with the contraiting agency. With respect
to Intelsat IL he said, NASA by affirmation and xDOD at least by acquiescence had elected not to recover full costs.
(U) Charyk also asserted that the legislative history of the Communication Satellite Act made it clear that Congress never intended
ComSatCorp to pay a full pro rata share of launch and support costs.
However, the Air Force had earlier cited the same source in support
of the opposite conclusion.
(U) Furthermore, he said' Intelsatts 58-nation consortium would
most certainly protest against the unilateral imposition of retroactive
charges. The President had recently affLrmed U. S. commitrnents, the
importance of U. S. leadership, and the desirability of continuing the
consortium under definitive arrangements. Currently, however' certain
Intelsat nations were resisting U. S. leadership. Dr. Charyk feared
these nations might use the exaction of added charges to undermine
that leadership. For this and lesser r€&soosr he believed that the
charges would 'bring adverse and far-reaching effects. Consequently,
he implored Secretary McNamara to reconsider the matter.October 1965' representatives of the Air
Force Office of General Counsel attempted to acquaint their counterparts in NASA of the Air Force intention to collect for all charges
corunected with support of the Intelsat II series and that at least one
NASA official tried to sweep the matter under the carpet in view of its
inherent complexity. [Memo (U), Wi.tliam W. Hancock, Dep Gen Counsel,
to William Morrill, Bureau of Budget, l Dec 67, subj: DOD Launch
Charges to ComSat. l
+A copy of Dr. Charyk's letter went to Eugene V. Rostow, Under
Secretary of State for Political Affairs, who was also Chairman of the
Presidentts Task Force on Communication Policy.
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(U) The Defense Chief subsequently directed ODDR&E to seek
some sort of compromise. During the next four months, DoD
agencies explored the issue further with NASA, consulted with Budget
officials, and reexamined their own positions. Finally, on B February 1968, Dr. Foster proposed a solu-tion to willis H. shapely,
Associate Deputy Administrator, NASA.9
(U)

Since the

first three Intelsat II

launches had preceded Sec-

retary McNamarafs letter of.24 April 1967, he suggested that NASA
accept a billing for only direct charges for those launches. However,
the fourth launch had followed Mr. McNamarars letter. Consequently,
Dr. Foster proposed NASA pay the direct charges plus the incremental
part of the indirect support charges and that this procedure be contained for future launches. Further discussion of the depreciation
issue could await the new accounting system contemplated for the
Eastern Test Range.

(u) on 20 May 1968, &fter discussing the matter with comsatcorp officials, Mr. shapely accepted Dr. Fosterts proposal. Thus, the
agreed bilting to NASA for Air Force support of the first three Intelsat
II launches totaled 9434, zg0, about $1. 9 million less than the Air
Force thought due. Mr. shapely also agreed to ac.c^ept a figure of
about $450, 000 for the still unbilled fourth launch. ru
(U) Long before the reimburseme'nt question had been settled,
comsatcorp approached the Air Force about the possibility of using
its Titan IIIB/Agena D combination to launch the 2,400-pound Intelsat
IV satellites' The first launch would be no earlier than the fourth

quarter of 1970; the series would be completed before the end of Lg7Z.
In November 1967 the Air Force furnished the corporation some preliminary data and on 26 March 1968 submitted specific cost informa-

tion for several different launch and preparation combinations. Advised of the above, NASA asked the Air Force to study the Titan IIIB/
Agena D at the Cape. Aside from its statutorJr responsibilities for
commercial programs, the space agency also was interested in using
the booster to support some of its future operations. on 2g April
1968 the Air Force certified that, under the parameters described for
the rntelsat IV missions, the Titan IIIB/Agena D could orbit z,s4z
pounds. It also noted, however, that a funded concept development
study would be necessary before it could quote firm prices for developing the facility and booster/spacecraft combination.ll

(u) Meanwhile' Dr. Flax suggested to DDR&E that before the
Air Force commits itself to such a study or to support other Intelsat
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programs, OSD should determine its own position. The major question was who would pay R&D costs for a new Titan IIIB/Agena D
capability at Cape Kennedy. A case could be made for charging the
ComSatCorp all or only a part of the costs. On the one hand, it
could be argued that the corporation should pay for needed modifications to existing facilities at the Cape, since the government had no
other firm requirement for this capability. On the other, since the
value of the government installation would be increased--and there was
always the possibility that the DOD might use them sometime--there 1r.
were reasons for not charging ComsatCorp the full developmental cost.*-

(U) Dr. Flax also proposed a review of NASATs role as intermediary between the Air Force and ComSatCorp. The Communication
Satellite Act designated NASA as the governmentrs contact with the
corporation. Nevertheless, Dr. Flax felt that OSD should seek a
more direct relationship between the Air Force and the firm. On 29
February 1968 he suggested to Dr. Foster that an OSAF/OSD ad hoc
group first work out a DOD position. Then NASA and ComSatCorp
could be approached for.interagency discussion. Dr. Foster concurred
in these suggestions and named an OSD team to work with Dr.
Yarymovych, a member of Dr. Flaxrs staff. The group completed its
work on 5 June 1968; at the end of the period
Dr. Foster and Dr. Flax
were reviewing its recommendatiorr".13
\

(U) During fiscal year 1968 various considerations also led NASA
and DOD to undertake another long-range review of national launch
vehicle requirements. * Th" new study resulted from correspondence
between Mr. Webb and Secretary McNamara in the fall of 1967. The
space agency chief was aware that NASA could not expect the same
liberal funding it had *rjoyed during its first decade. The agency
would have to retrench and, possibly, reorient its programs. Since
any major shift in NASA emphasis would probably affect the military
space effort, Mr. Webb decided to coordinate with Secretary
McNamara before presenting recommendations to the President.14
(U) Among other moves that NASA must now consider, Webb
wrote on 26 September 1967, was the possible use of Titan IIIM.
Other questions related to the use of MOL equipment by NASA, in view
of the early phaseout of Apollo equipment. A long term question was
whether either agency would need a 100,000-pound payload and, if so,
the most efficient way to boost it into orbit. Mr. Webb sent Secretary
*The last such study had been conducted by the Launch Vehicle
Panel of the AACB during the latter part of 1964.
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McNamara a copy of the guidelines under which the NASA staff was
reassessing the agencyts position. He also offered to cooperate in
any effort the Secretary might suggest useful.

(U) Secretary .McNamara replied on 10 October that the AACB
might review appropriate booster configurations to fit NASA guidelines. The AACB took up the matter on 26 October. On 11 June
1968 the Launch Vehicle Panel reported to the Board that there was
a potential requirement for additional unmanned launch vehicle capabilities for s;mchronous orbit and planetary/interplanetary missions.
Three missions could not be accomplished short of using the Saturn
V. These were space station logistic and manned missions in 1owearth orbit (40,000-50,000 pounds), s;rnchronous orbit missions

planetary/interplanetary missions (requiring
up to 50,000 feet/second total velocity). There was also a possible
requirement for an intermediate launch vehicle (50,000-10,000 pounds
to orbit),- depending on future manned requirements not yet weli
(4, 000-6, 000 pounds), and

defined.

rD

(U) The panel recommended it be authorized to undertake three
studies. The first would determine the cost of performing NASA unmanned missions with existing Titan III configurations and a Titan
Ill/Centaur combination. A second study would compare the costs
of using the Titan IIIB and the Saturn IB for space station logistics
and manned missions flying the 40,000-50,000-pound range in lowearth orbit. The third would determine the costs of various launch
configurations accommodating the nebulous manned mission--50' 000I00,000 pounds in low-earth orbit.

(U) On Il June

the AACB directed the panel to proceed
with the recommended studies and to identify a family of vehicles
that could best meet existing and planned needs'of NASA and DOD.
Also by this time, various agencies were conducting additional
investigations which would help the panel in its work. These included internal NASA studies of Titan III capabilities and costs, as
well as a national space booster study by Chrysler Corporation.
Dr. Foster took steps to assure that the results of these additional
investigations were made available to the Launch Vehicle Panel.16
1968
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(S),
hist
ADC, Jul-Dec 1967, pp 274-7 6; Secret Supt to HQ USAF Staff
Digest, SD 71, 25 Sep 67.
7. Hist (S), ADC, Jul-Dec L967, 28 3-84; memo (S), Flax to
DDR&E, subj: Spacetrack (496L) PE 1.24.03.08.4, Dev Plan for FSR-2

Electro-Optical Sensory, 9 Aug 67; memo (C), Foster to SAF, subj:
Appr of AF FY 68 RDT&E Prog Spacetrack, 11 Nov 67.

B. Msg (C), AFXPDI, Col. Euin N. Guinn, Asst Ch' Intl Affairs
Div, to ADC, subj: Spacetrack B-N Cameras, 21 Nov 67; msg (U),
American Emb, Rome, to SecState, 15 Nov 67; rprt (C), ADC Camera
Site Survey in Southern Europe, Dec 196?; hist (S), Dir/Space, Jan-Jun
1968, pp 26-7; MR (C), Maj. Clifford O.J. Henning, Jr., subj:
Southern Europe B-N Camera, 4 Mar 68; ASSS (C), Maj. Gen. Guy H.
Goddard, Dir/Civil Eng, subj: Minor Construction Proj, USAF No. 13-8,
Land Opn Fclty (BN), $185,000, San Vito, Italy, 6 May 68; hist (C),
Dir/Ops, Jul-Dec 196?, pp 365-66.
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9-11

196?, pp 265-66; ltr (U), Col.
Lyle W. Thompson, Dep Dir/Sp Def Ops, ADC, to USAF (Dir/Ops),
subj: Transmittal of New Zealand B-N Lease, 1? Jun 68;ltr (U), Col.
Nicholas H. Nance, Dir/Progs, DCE, ADC, to USAF (oir/gB;, 22
Mar 68; ltr (U), Col. Floyd I. Robinson, Ch AF Real Estate Agency'
Dir/Civ Engr, to ADC, subj: Baker-Nunn Site, New Zealand, 22 Jan
68; hist (S), Dir/Ops, Jan-Jun 1968, p 324.

9. Hist (S), Dir/Ops, Jul-Dec

10. Hist (TS), Dir/Plans, Jul-Dec 196?, pp 47-B; msg (C),
American Emb, Canberra, to SecState, 26 Dec 67; rprt (C)' ADC B-N
Camera Site Survey in Southern Hemisphere, Feb-Mar 68, undated;
msg (C), American Emb, Wellington, to ADC et 3l' subj: B-N Camera,
11

Mar

68.

11. Hist (S), Dir/Ops, Jan-Jun 1968, p

324; hist (S), Dir/Ops,
Jul-Dec 196?, pp 365-66; hist (S), ADC, Jul-Dec 1967, pp 282-83; msg
(C), AFXOSN, Col. Edward R. Weed, Ch, AD Div, to ADC' subj:
Interim B-N Camera Site, 4 Jan 68.

12, Msg (C), AFXOSN, Colonel
Camera Site, 4 Jan 68.

Weed

to ADC, subj: Interirn B-N

Chapter III

1. Gerald T.

196?

FY

(S), (AFCHO, 1970), Pt I,

Air Force in

Space' Fiscal Year
pp 23-24; hereafter cited as Cantwell'

Ca3twe11, The

1967.

2. Msg (C), DCS 520/s30, DCA to CINCPAC et 3l' subj: IDCSS
Opl Status' 13 Jul 6?; HQ USAF Daily Staff Digest, No. 146, 28 Jul 67;
hist (S), Dir/Comd Con & Comm, Jul-Dec 196?, pp 128-31; hist (S),
Dir/Comd Con & Comm, Jan-Jun 1968, pp 300-01.
3.

Cantwell (S), J'Y 1967, Pt

I, pp 29-31.

4. Ltr (S), Hedrick to Maj. Gen. Durward L. Crow, Dir/Bud,
subj: DCSP for FY 69, 14 Nov 67;ltr (C), Crow to Hedrick' subj:
DCSP for FY 69, 1? Oct 6?; hist (S), Dir/Comd, Con & Comm, Jul-

Dec 196?, pp 128-31; memo (C), Flax to Brown, subj: Def ComSats, in
OSAF 66-67, 21 Aug 67.
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5. Hist (S), Dir/Comd

Con & Comm, Jul-Dec 1967, pp 128-31;
rnsg (U), DCA 52615416, DCA to DAF et al, subj: PTDP for Phase II
DSCS (3 Apr 6?), 22 Sep 6?; msg (U) SMUWL 2gg7l, SAMSO to AFSC
et al, 3l Oct 67; memo (C), Herbert D. Benington, Asst Dir DDR&E
Go-O & Con), to Cot. Raymond Z. Nelsen, Dep Dir/Space, et 3J,
subj: DCP for DSCS, 15 Nov 67; ltr (C), Co1. Jarnes P. Robertson,
Dep Ch, Ops Div, Dir/Ops, to Proj Dev Div, subj: DCP for DSCS, 22
Nov 6?; ltr (C), Col. Herman J. Hicks, Ch, Progs Mgt Br, Dir/Comd
Con & Comm, to Proj Dev Div subj: DCP for DSCS, 22 Nov 6?; hist (S),
Dir/Space, Jul-Dec 1967, pp 2B-9; Itr (C), Nelsen to DDR&E, subj:
Comments on Altns for Acq of DSCS Phase II, 24 Nov 67; memo (S),
Foster to Asst SAF (R&D), subj: DCP for DSCS, 15 Jan 68; ltr (S), CoI.
Wesley G. Kille, Ch, Comd & Con Div, Dir/Comd Con & Comm, to
Proj Dev Div, subj: DCP for DSCS, 16 Jan 68; memo (S), Flax to
SECDEF, subj: Comments on DSCS DCP, 18 Jan 68; memo (U), Foster
to Asst SAF (R&D), subj: DCp for DSC, 30 Jan 68; memo (S), Flax
to DDR&E, subj: DSCS DCS, 3 Feb 68;ltr (S), Ki1le to Proj Dev Div,
subj: DCP for DSCS, l Feb 68; ASSS (S), Hedrick, subj: DCP for DSCS,
t2 Feb 68; memo (S), Flax to DDR&E, subj: DCP for DSCS, 12 Feb 68.

6. DCP (S), No. 37, DSCS, s/Foster, 6 Jun 68; ltr (U), Col.
Davis Parrish for Col. Richard R. Moore, Ch Proj Dev Div, to Plans &
Plcy Div et al subj: DCP for DSCS, 7 Jun 68; ASSS (C), Hedrick, subj:
DCP for DSCS, 14 Jun 68; memo (S), Flax to DDR&E, subj: DCP on
DSCS, 15 Jun 68;ltr (S), Catton to DCS/R&D, subj: DCp for DSCS, L4
Jun 68; intvw (U), author wlft. Col. Forrest McCartney, Proj Dev Div,
15 Oct 69; Abridged DCP (S), DSCS, s/Nitze, 17 Jun 68; fact sheet (S),
Proj Dev Div, subj: Pt-to-Pt Sat Coms Progs, 20 Jun 68; hist (S),
Dir/Space, Jan-Jun 1968, pp 24-6.
7. Merno (C), Larsen for Foster to Asst SAF (R&D) et aI, subj:
IDCSP, 3 Apr 67; memo (S), Harry Davis to DDR&E, subj: Status of AF
Proj 975, B Aug 67; hist (S), Dir/Comd Con & Comm, Jan-Jun 1968,
pp 300-0h memo (S), Foster to Asst SAF (R&D) et al, subj: High-Speed
Data Transmission via IDSCS, 17 Aug 67; memo (S), Maj. Gen. Richard
P. Klocko, Dep Dir/DCA, to SECDEF, thru JCS, sirLrj: Sys/Proj Plan
for IDCSS Wideband Transmission, 5 Sep 67; merno (S), JCSM-528-67,
to SECDEF, subj: Sys/Proj Plan for IDCSS Wideband Transmission Svc,
26 Sep 67; memo (S), Nitze to JCS, subj: Sys/Proj Plan for IDCSS
Wideband Transmission Svc, 28 Oct 67; memo (S), MJCS 507-67, to
CSAF qt al, subj: $ys/Proj Plan IDCSS Wideband Transmission Sys,
? Nov 6f
B. Hist (S), Dir/Comd
p 300.

Con

& Comm, Jul-Dec 1967, pp 129-130;

Jan-Jun 1968,
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9. Memo (C), Townsend W. Hoopes, U/SAF, to Asst SAF
(R&D), subj: IDCSP, 28 Aug 6?; hist (C), Dir/Space, Jul-Dec 196?,
pp 26-7; hist (C), Dir/Space, Jan-Jun 1968, pp 28-27.
10. Memo (cL Maj. Gen. George pickett, usA, vice Dir/ocA,
to sECDEF' subj: us/ur< Def sat comms progs, 4 Dec 6z; memo (u),
MJCS-31-68, to SECDEF, subj: Def Sat Comm prog, 20 Jan 68;
memo (C), Nitze to JCS, subj: US/IIK DSCP, 31 May 68; memo (U),
J6M 588-68, to DDR&E, subj: US/UK DCSP, ? Jun 68.
n. Memo (C), Nitze to SAF & DCA, subj: Impl of NATO Sat
Comms Prog-Phase II, ? Sep 6?; msg (C), Nelsen, Ch proj Dev Div,
to AFSC,et al, subj: NATO Sat Comm prog phase II, B Sep 6T;
memo (ci; ETo*r, to Dep SECDEF, subj: ImpI of NATO sAT comm
Prog-Phase II, 1g Oct 6?; memo (C), Brown to Dep SECDEF, subj:
Impl of NATo sat comms prog-phase II i.n Dir plans RL (6?) 2r-6,
14 Nov 67; memo (C), Nitze to SAF, subj: Impl of NATO Sat Comm
Prog-Phase II, 9 Dec 6?; memo (c), paul c. warnke, Asst SECDEF,
ISA, to Phili.p G. Hilbert, oep u/sAF for Intl A-ffairs, subj: NATO
Sat Com Phase II Procurement, 30 Mar. 68; memo (C), Hilbert to
Asst SECDEF, ISA, I Apr 68; hist (S), Dir/Space, Jan-Jun 1968, pp 23-4.
12. osD News Release No. 661-6?, subj: Tri-svc Tac Mi.l space
Comms Successfully Tested, 1g Jul 6?; hist (S), Dir/Comd Con & Cornm,
Jul-Dec 1967, pp 86-7; hist (u), Dir/space, JuI-Dec L967, p 30.
13. Secret Sup to HQ USAF Daily Staff Digest, SD No. 36, Zz
Jan 68; hist (s)' Dir/space, Jul-Dec 1968, pp 27-B; final rprt (u),

TSCP, Aerospace No. TOR-0200 (4183), 4 Nov 68, msg (C), SMUWT,
sAMSo to sAc, ASD, et al, subj: prog 5gl resting w/LEs-s, 14 Mar
68; hist (S), Dir/comd-Gn & comm, Dec 196?, pp 182-38; hist (TS),
sAc, Jan-Jun 1968, p 49; msg (s), DPLB, sAc to usAF et al, subj:
Prog 591, 16 Mar 68; msg (U) SMUWT, SAMSO.to AFSC g! 4 subj:
Disp of Prog 591, LES-S Trml Equip, 29 May 68; msg (UT 5pf,B SAC
to sAMSo, subj: Disp of Prog 5gl, LEs-b rrrnl Equip, t2 Jun 68;
memo (C), Larsen for Foster to Asst SA (R&D) SJ sl, subj: TSC R&D
Prog with Japan, 31 Oct 6?.
196?, pt I, pp 34-36; memo (C), John F. Walsh,
Dep Asst SAF (R&D), to DCS/R&D, subj: Funding for Tac Comm Sat,
PE 6. 34.09. B6F, 11 JuI 6?; msg (c), AFRDSC 7864b, Hedrick to AFsc,
18 Jul 67; memo (s), Larsen for Foster to sAF, subj: Appr of AF Fy
68 RDT&E TSCP, B Dec 6?; hist (S), Dir/Space, Jul-Dec 196?, p 29;
hist (s)' Dir/space, Jan-Jun 1968, pp bb-T; rprt (s), jt mtg, comd con
& Comm Pnl 68-4, Space pnl 68-8, 18 Mar 68.

14. Cantwell, F]I
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15. Rprt (S), jt mtg, Space Fnl 68-2, and Comd Con & Comm
Panl 68-2, B Feb 68; msg (S), AFOCCPA, Col. Robert Robert D.
Baskerville, Ch, Plans Prog Div, Dir Comd Con & Comm, to AFSC
et 4 subj: Opnl Mgt to TCSP, 23 Feb 68; hist (S), Dir/Space, JulDec 1967, pp 13-16; TSEG M/U zl (U), subj: Opnl Sys Concept paper,
7 Dec 67.
16. Memo (C), Maj. Gen. John B. McPherson, Vice Dir, Jt Staff,
to DDR&E, subj: Tac Sat Comms Opnl Concept, 3 Oct 67; memo (C),
Larsen for Foster to Asst SAtr. R&D et al, subj: The Jt Staff Participation in the Tri-Svc TSC Sys Conceflai-O Specification Plng, 16 Oct
67; memo (U), Larsen for Foster to Dir, Jt Staff, subj: the Tri-Svc
Sys Concept & Spec PIan, 16 Oct 6?; ltr (U), Howard P. Gates, Chmn,
TSEG to Dir/.lt Staff, subj: TSC Opnl Concept, 11 Dec 6?;ltr (U), Col.
Thomas U. Lineham, Jr., Exec J-6, to TSEG, subj: TSC OpI Concept;
21 Dec 67.

17. Ltr (C),

cept Plan, 15 Mar

Gates to

Jt Staff, subj: Transmittal of TSC Opl Con-

68.

18. Msg (C),

JCSM-267-68 to CSAF et al, subj: Use of TacSatCom 1A to Provide Addn SEASIA Comms, 12 Mar 68.

19. Rprt (S), Comd Con & Comm Pnl Mtg 6B-L2, 2 Apr 68; ltr
(S), Nelsen to Chmn, Comd Con & Corrrm PnI, subj: Revised Prog for
TacSat Comm, 5 Apr 68, ltr (U), Lt. CoI. Samuel C. Durham for Col.
Walter W. Sanders, ComSat SPO, to McCartney, subj: Restart of F-1,
18

Apr

68.

20. Memo (C), Col. Aley L. Smith (USA), Asst Dep Dir Plans,
DCA to J-6, subj: J6 24691rcg-Zlt, 6 May 68; Transmittal of TacSat
Com Op Concept PIan, 6 May 68; hist (S), Dir/Space, Jan-Jun 1968,
pp 5-B; ltr (S), Hedrick to Dir/Plans, subj: Sat Comm Opnl for
WWABNCP Sys, l7 May 68; memo (S), Flax to DDR&E, subj: Comments
on TSC DCP, 17 Jan 68; memo (U), Flax to DDR&E, subj: DCP for
TSC, 7 Feb 68; memo (U), Foster to Asst SAF R&D et al, subj:
DCP for TSCP, 6 Feb 68.
2I. TSEG MlrJ 25, subj: Prelim Draft of Jt Svc Test Plan for
I (VoI 1), 12 Jun 68; TSEG M/U, subj: Use of TSC I During
Exercise Exotic Dancer II, 20 Dec 67.

TSC
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22. Msg (S), AFOCC, Kille, to SAC et al, subj: LES-6 Trmls,
27 Mar 68; msg (s), AFRDeS to ESD et e!, -srbj, L.ES-6/TSC Trml
Rqmts, 9 Apr 68; MR(S), Col. BenjarrFn F. Hester, Ch, Spec Ops Div,
Dir/ops, subj: LES-G and rsc rrmls, 11 Apr 68; MR(c), it. co1.
Hollis A. Wilkes, Dir/Dev subj: TSC Trmls for IOC for WWABNCP, 16
Apr 68; ltr (s)' Maj. Gen. sam J. Byerly, Dep Dir/ops, to Dir/space,
subj: Sat Coms CpbI for WWABNCp's, 18 Apr 68; msg (S), AFXOXP,
Hester, to J3 e_t a1, subj: Comsats for ABNCp, 2g Apr 68; msg (S),
AFoccc, Killt to sac s1 al, subj: ABNCP sat comm Trmls, 6 May
68; msg (s)' AFRDQS' to-AFsc et gI, subj: ABN sat com Trmls, tb
May 68; msg (sL DPLB' sAc, to oir/comd con & comm, subj: LES6 Trmls, 15 May 68.
23. , Ltr (S), Lt. CoI. James T. Barbine, Jr., Ex, DCS/Sys,
AFSC, to Dir/Opl Rqmt & Dev plans, subj: trst of AB Sat Com Trmls,
4 Jun 68; MR No. tgBB, subj: Ec-135 cllF. J lp Acft, Inst of Abn sat
Com Trmls, 10 Jun GB; msg (S), AFOCCC (Cot. Wesley G. Kille, ) Ch,
comd con Div, to JCS & DCA, subj: Abn sat com Trmls for wwABNCp
Sys, 10 Jul 68.
Chapter IV

1. Ltr (U), Hedrick to AFSC & OAR, subj: Consolidated

ARSp &
SESP, 6 Oct 67; memo (U), Flax to DDR&E, subj: DOD SESP, 2l May
68; ltr (U), Hedrick to AFSC and oAR, subj: chgs in prog Mgt for spt
of Space Expers, 12 Mar 68; ADp (U), SABAR, Satellites, Balloons and
Rockets, PE 6. 34.04F, OAR, Dec 1968; hist (S), Dir/Space, Jul-Dec
1967, pp 4B-5I.

2. Hist (U), OAR, Jan-Jun 1968, pp lI-12; hist (U), OAR, Ju1Dec 1967, pp 7-B; hist (S), Dir/Space, Jul-Dec 1967, pp 48-bl; TRW
Space Log, Winter 1968-69, pp Il0-11; hist (U), Dir/Space, Jan-Jun 196B,

pp 36-8.

3. Ibid; msg (U), SAMSO to USAF e! al,
SESP nxpilz3 May 68.
4. Hist (S), Dir/Space,

SMTEE 22ZZSOZ, subj:

Jan-Jun 1968, pp 36-8.

5. Minutes (S), DSMG Mtg 68-2, t3 Feb 68; Cantwetl Fy
pp 34-5; FY 1965 (S), pp b0-1; F]I 1966 (S), pp 50-2.
6. Minutes (S), DSMG Mtg 68-2, 15 Feb 68.
uilcrASstFtE0
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7. Msg (S), SAMSO to AFSC, SMVTD 0L23272 (AFIN 30259, 2
Jul 68); The other launches are documented in the following msgs, all
frorn SAMSO to AFSC: 1700582 (AFIN 8209, 17 May 68); LO2322Z

(AFIN 52OO, 11 Apr 68l;2023072 (AFIN 42844, 21 Feb 68l;0321002
(AFIN 8899, 3 Jan 68); ltr (C), CoI. Alfred J. Diehl, Ch Spt Div, to
Asst SAF R&D g! gl, subj: Titan IIIC Launch Rprt, AFETR Test No.
4029, 3 Jul OZ;ES (C), SMVTD \3OO22Z, Jul, SAMSO to AFSC et4
13 Jul 68; HQ USAF Daily Staff Digest No. 94, 13 May 68; memo (S)'
Brig. Gen. Russell A. Berg, Oir/Ofc Spec Sys, OSAF, to Hedrick,
subj: Titan IIID lst Launch, 5 May 68.

B. Memo (S), Foster to Asst SAJ' R&D, subj: Follow-on Booster
Procurement-SlV-2, I Nov 66; memo (S), Foster to Asst SAF R&D,
subj: Follow-on Procurement for SLV-2 Boosters, 27 Dec 67; memo

(S), Flax to DDR&E, subj: Follow-on Procurement SLV-2, 7 Dec 67;
memo (U), Larsen for Foster to Asst SAF R&D, subj: Follow-on Procurement for SLV-2 Booster, 12 Feb 68; memo (S), Flax to DDR&E,
subj: Follow-on Procurement for SLV-2 Booster, 23 Jan 68; ASSS (S),
Lt. Col. Wallace Fry, Spt Div, subj: D&F No. 69-11C-28, SLV-2 Space
Boosters, 19 Jun 68.

9. Ltr (U), Hedrick to Dir/Op Rqmts & Dev Plans et 4
for Atlas SLV's, 12 Apr 68.

subj:

Rqmts

I0.

to McConnell, subj: Revision in Agena Procurement Procds, 19 Oct 6?; ltr (S), Wheless to DCS/R&D et al, subj:
Revision in Agena Mgt & Procurement Procds, 27 Oct 67; ltr (S),
Brig. Gen. John L. Martin, Dir/Spec Proj, SAMSO, to Lewis Research
Ctr, subj: USAF Spt of NASA Progs Using Agena Vehs, 29 Feb 68.
Memo (S), Flax

11. Hist (S), Dir/Space, Jul-Dec

L967, pp 45-6.

12. lE{., Hist (S), Dir/Space, Jan-Jun 1968, pp 38-42; memo (C)'
Foster to SAF, subj: Appr of AF FY 68 RDT&E SCF Prog, 11 Nov 67.

13. Ltr (C), Diehl to Air Force Gen Counsel (Mr. Charles L.
Kent), subj: Inst of USAF/DOD ComSat Grd Terml at Antigua in Spt of
Mahe Island, Seychelles-TPO for Mahe ComSat, 3 Jul 67; msg (U),
AFOCCPG 8132?, Mr. Daniel Collins, Ch Prog Con Br, Dir/Comd
Con & Comm, to AFSC et al, I Aug 67: ltr (C), Diehl to Kent, subj:
DOD ComSat G" d Trml in tt u Seyehelles, ? Mar 68.
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L4. Hist (S), Dir/Space, JuI Dec 1967, pp 45-6; hist (S), Dirl
Space, Jan-Jun lgOB, pp BB-42; merno (U), Robert H. Jensen, Asst
for Real Property Mgt to Dir/Civil Eng, subj: Auth to Advertise STL
Addition (Flr 67 MCp) & STL power plant (F]I 63 MCp), Sunnyvale,
19 Jan 68.
15. Cantwell, F]I 196?, pt I, pp ?0-?I; ltr (U), John M. Coulter,
ofc of DoD and tnterlfenTfAfrairs, NASA, to Lt. cot. Alfred c.
Barbee, Plcy & plans Div, 13 Nov 67, w/I incl; USAF/NASA Loan
Agree (u), for x-24A Lifting Body Research Veh sN. 66-13bb1, sl
Jacob E. Smart, Asst Admin, NASA for DOD and Interagency Affairs,
4 Jan 48; Maj. Gen. Joseph J. Cody, Jr., C/S AFSC, zb .lan Og; ttr
(U), Coulter to AFSC, 29 Apr 68.
16. Hist (S), Dir/Space, Jan-Jun 1968, p 35; ttr (S), Hedrick to
FIax' subj: status of Technology and gt for Adv Lifting Body spacecraft, 3 May 68.
17. .Impact Stmt (U), Tech Div to prog Con Gp, 14 Dec 6?; Bud
,
Dec Rationale, F]I 69 (c), pE 6. 34.09. B?F_START, OSD, 23 Jan 68;
testimony, McNamara, 16 Feb 68, in House Hearings before Subcmte
on Appn, 90 cong' 2 sess' DoD Apg for Fy 6g, Ft t, p 206; rtr (c),
col. PauI Baker, ch Tech fr to recrr oiv, suui, DDR&E Bud Dec
Rationale PE 6. 34.09. B?F-START, 9 Feb 68.
18. Memo (c)' Yarymovych to FIax, subj: srART prog
for FY 69, 21 May 68.

prans

19. Memo (s), Baker to Hedrick, subj: Future of srART, I Mar
68; memo (S), Hedrick to Baker, lg Mar 68.
20. Ltr (S)' Hedrick to Flax, subj: Status of Technology and
for Advanced Lifting Body Spacecraft, 3 May 68.

Spt

21. Yarmovych ltr to Flax, cited above; memo (U), Baker to
Hedrick, 13 May 68; MR (S), Baker, subj: Briefing to Asst SAF (R&D)
(on 20 Jun 6B), 24 Jun EB.
22. Memo (S), Yarmovych for Exans to Dir/Space, subj: prop
ADP for Expandable and Modular structures, 14 Mtar 67.
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23. Ltr (U), CoI. Rayrnond H. Gilbert, Dep Dir/Labs, AFSC,
to Dir/Space, subj: Prop ADP for Expandable & Modular Structures
Technology-PE 6. 34. 09. JN4; 1tr (C), Lt. CoI. Lincoln Coapman for
Lt. Col. Gilbert O. Nicholson, Ch, Tech Div, to AFSC, subj: Expandable and Modular Structures 63409JN4 Dev Plan, 2b May 6?; msg (U),
Nicholson to AFSC, subj: Prop Expandable & Modular structures Dev
Plan, 14 Jun 6T; MR (U), Nicholson, subj: Status on Expandable & Modular Structures, IB Sep 67; ltr (U), CoI. Hohn R. Burman, Ch, prog
Div, Asst R&D Prog, to Tech Div, subj: AFRRPA Comments re Proj
Dev Plan Expandable & Modular Structures Technology 63409nJF, 25 Sep
67; ltr (U), Col. Edward F. Hawkens, Dir/Dev, to Tech Div, subj:
Expandable & Modular Structures for Aero space, 28 Sep 6?; Itr (C),
Nicholson to Hawkens, subj: R&D Resume-DD Form 1498, 15 Sep 6?;
memo (C), Yarymowych to Stewart, subj: Status of Expandable & Modular Structures Prog, 31 Aug 67; memo (C), Baker to Hedrick, subj:
Plan for sptg an Expandable & Modular structures prog, 13 oct 6?;
MR (U), Brickel, subj: Expandable & Modular Structures Funding in
68 from Exploratory Dev, B Dec G?.
24. FY 69/70 RDT&E Prog Chg Summary (C), subj: PE 6.34.08F,
Adv Liq Rkt Tech, 17 May 68; DOD Format D-S(C), Descriptive Data
Sheet for Adv & Eng Dev Prog pls/Projs, 19 Jan 68.
25. MR (U), Heinrich J. Weigand, Scientific Adv, Dir/Space,
subj: Contract on Propulsion Proj 2(6.84.09.G0F), 28 Nov 6?; ADP (S),
Adv Liq Rkt Tech Proj 2, High Performance Cryogenic Liq Rkt Tech,
Dec 1967, AFRPL; Mgt rprt (U), AFRPL, subj: High Performance
Cryogenic Eng Prog (Proj 2), 6 Jun 68; HQ USAF Dev Dir 102 (C),
subj: Adv Liq Rkt Tech, PE 6. 34.09. OOF, t3 Mar 68; ADP (S), Adv Liq
Rkt Tech-Proj 3, Adv Maneuvering Propulsion Tech, Nov 6?; Itr (U),
Nelsen to Yar;rmovych, subj: Dev Plans for Adv Liq Rkt Tech, PE
6. 34.08. F, 16 May 68; ltr (C), Baker to yarymovych, subj: Impact of
Reducing PE 6. 34. 09. 60F, Adv Liq Rkt Tech, by $4.0 mil, 10 Apr 68;
hist (S), Dir/Space, Jan-Jun 1968, pp 33-4; hist (S), Dir/Space, JanJun 1967, pp 40*2.
26. Testimony of McNamara, 16 Feb 68, in House Hearings
before subcmte on Appn g0 Cong, 2 Sess, DOD Appn for 69, Pt 1, p
206; memo (U), Harry Davis to DDR&E, subj: Adv Space Gdnc Prog
PE 6.34.09.45.4, 10 Aug 6T; hist (S), Dir/Space, Jul-Dec 1967,
pp 38-40.
27. Memo (C), Foster to SAF, subj: Appn of AF FY 68 RDT&E
Adv Space Gdnc Prog, 30 Oct 6?; R&D Mgt rprt (C), SAMSO, Adv
Space Gdnc, B Feb 68; R&D Mgt rprt (S), SAMSO, Adv Space Gdnc,
31 JUI 67; R&O Mgtrprt (S), SAMSO, Adv Space Gdnc, 22 Sep 67; R&D
Mgt rprt (C), SAMSO, Adv Space Gdnc, B Feb 68.
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28. MR (S), Lt. Col. Charles M. Waespy, Tech Div, subj:
Adv Space Gdnc prog, B May 68; hist (S), OirTSpace, Jan_Jun 1968,
pp 30-2.
29. Hist (S), Dir/Space, Jan-Jun 1968, pp 30-2; ttr (U), Hedrick
to DDR&E (Kirk), subj: Adv Space Gdnc prog, 25 Jut 67.
30. Memo (U), FIax to DDR&E, subj: Dev plan for Adv Space
Gdnc, PE 6.34.06F, 24 Apr 68; R&D Mgt rprt (U), SAMSO, subj:
Adv Space Gdnc, 25 Apr 68; R&D Mgt rprt (C), SAMSO, Adv Space
Gdnc, 25 Apr 68.
31. Cantwel1 (S) Fy 196?, pt I, pp Z5_6; ltr (S), Hedrick to Asst
(R&D)
(Hargis), s,rEJl bcr' 68-llc-45, Adv space power sup Tech
sAF
PE- 6. 34. 09. 04F, 2b Oct 67.
32. Memo (S), Flax to DDR&E, subj: Release of Funds on pE
6. 34.09.04F' Adv space Power sup Te;ch, 1 Nov 6T; memo (c), Foster
to sAF, subj: Appr of AF F]I 68 RDT&E Adv space power sup Tech
Prog, 22 Nov 67; Solar Amay Fact Sheet (S), Maj. Richard E.
Wolfsberger, Tech Div, 10 Apr 68; D&F (U), F1ax, subj: Adv Space
Power Sup Tech, 68-llc-4b, 6 Dec 6?; He USAF Dev Dir No. 101 (C),
subj: Adv Space Power Sup Tech, 13 Mar 68;ltr (U), Col. Homer R.
Minckler, ch Prog Div, Asst R&D prog, to AFSC, subj: He usAF
RDT&E PA 68-814, 1T Jun 68; hist (S), Dir/Space, Jan_Jun 1968,

pp 29-30.

33. Cantwell Fy 196T (C), pt I, p ?5; memo (C), Flax to DDR&E,
subj: satellite sys foF-AE?T-oev, l? Aug 6?; memo (s), Foster t";A;;-subj: Appq of AF FY 68 RDT&E space studies prog, 11 Dec 6?.
34. Ltr (S), Lt. Col. Robert W. Morrow, Ch, procurement Ofc,
sAMSo, to Industry, subj: RFp Fo4?01-68-R-012g, satellite sys_for
Precise Nav of High Speed Acft, Sys 6218, 2 Feb 68; F,PAA aU), Flax,
9 Jan 68; ltr (u)' Holzapple to ch, R&D, DA, subj: Invitation to participate in Study Mgt, 29 Feb 68; 1tr (U), Col. William R. Manlove,
Actg Ch Plcy & Plans, to Comdr Cortland G. pohle (USCG), 18 Apr 68;
Itr (U), Manlove to Alton B. Moody, FAA, 18 Apr 68; ltr (U), Richie
to Comdt USMC, 26 Feb 68; ltr (C), Richie to AFSC, subj: Tech Gdnc
on D&F 6B-11c-50, B Apr 68; Air Force & Space Digest, ju1 Ig68, p 92.
35.

Memo (C), Larsen for Foster to Asst SAF (R&D) et al,

subj: Nav Sat, 13 Feb
36.

68.

Memo (C),. I'tax to DDR&E, subj: NSG, 2? Mar 68.
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37. Cantwell FY 1996, pp 43-5; 1tr (S), Richie to Asst Dir/
Tech, DDR&E, subj: Follow-on to DODGE Status Rprt, 20
Oct 6?; memo (S), Foster to Asst SA (R&D) et gl, subj: DODGE No.
2, 13 May 68.
Space

38. Memo (S), CoI. Gail S. Halvorsen, Actg Ch PIcy & Plans
Gp, to Hedrick, subj: Space Studies PE, 3 May 68; hist (S), Dirl
Space, Jul-Dec 1967, pp 4-5.
39. Summary rprt (S), SAMSO, subj: Improvements in
ics of Space Ops, VoI-I, Aug 1967.
40. R&D Mgt rprt (U), SAMSO, subj: Escape from

16 Feb 68.

Econom-

Spacecraft,

41. Ltr (C), Richie to Hedrick, subj: Satellite Survivability, 2I
Apr 67; ltr (S), Col. Jessup D. Lowe, Dir/Space Sys, AFSC, to PIcy
& Plans Gp, subj: FY 68 Space Survivability Efforts, 7 JuI 67.
42. Ltr (C), Richie to Dir/Procurement PIcy, subj: D&F's
68-II-42, 68-llc-75, & 6B-11-43, 11 Aug 67.
43. Ltr (S), Brig. Gen. Louis L. Wilson, J.r., Dep Dir/Opl
Rqmts & Dev Plans, to Dir/Space, 14 Nov 67; ltr (C), Hedrick to
Dep DiriOp Rqmts & Dev Plans, subj: Survivability to Sat Sys, Dec
1967; Itr (U), Richie to Dir/Procurement Plcy, subj: Proj 1819, Con
of Observables, 26 Feb 68.
Chapter V

Dir/Space, Jan-Jun 1968, p 13; rprt (U), RCS:
DDR&E (SA) 742, subj: DOD Spt of NASA, 15 Feb 6B;ltr (U), Col.
John A. Albert, Ch, Plcy & Plans Gp, to AFSC et 4 subj: AF Spt
of NASA, undated.

1. Hist

(S)r

2. Cantwell FY 1967, Pt I, Ch II.
3. Ltr (U), McNamara to Schultze,

16 Aug 67.

4, Ltr (U), Charles J. Zwick, Dir/Bud, to McNamara,
68; hist (S), Dir/Space, Jan-Jun 1968, p 42.
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5. Ltr (U), Gen. Bruce K. Holloway, VCS, to AFSC' subj:
Estb of a cost Acct Sys at ETR, 5 Mar 68; ltr (U) Holzapple to
AFSC, subj: FY 69 NASA Reimb to AFETR, 15 May 68; memo (U)'
Brig. Gen. Mclean W. Elliott, Asst Di r/ODngB (Range and Gd Spt)'
to Asst SAF R&D, subj: WTR Spt for NASA Progs, 19 Mar 68; ltr (U),
Diehl to AFSC, subj: AFWTR-NASA Agreement for Rg Spt' 27 Mar 68;
ltr (U), Diehl to Fin Data & Collection Div' DiriAcct & Fin' subj:
Delinquent VAFB Bills, 20 Feb 68; ltr (U), E. DeFreitas, ch' Fin
Data & Collection Div, to Maj Willet J. Baird, Jr, Spt Div, subj:
Delinquent VAFB Invoices No. WTR-66187, $?,400; WTR66-IBB,
$811.20; & WTR 67-60, $8,480, 16 Oct 67.
6. Ltr (U), Col. Paul H. Kenney, Dep Asst DCS/O' AFSC' to
Spt Div, subj: NASA Reimb, B Apr 68; ltr (U)' Maj. Gen. Vincent G.
Huston, DCS/O, AFSC, to Jacob E. Smart, Asst Admin, NASA, Ofc
of DOD & Interagency Affairs, 22 Jan 68; 1tr (U)' Smart to Huston,
12 Mar 68.
7. Cantwell FY 196?, Pt I' Ch II; TRW Space Log' Winter

1968-9'

Pt I, pp 9-14.

B. Ltr (U), Joseph V. Charyk, Pres comsatcorp, to McNamara,
14 Sep 67.

9. MR (U), Cameron F. McRae III, Ofc of AFGC, subj: NASAComSat Discussions, 18 Oct 6?; memo (U), Leonard Marks Jr., Asst
SAF (FM), to DDR&E, subj: Recovery of Costs for Spt of ComSat
Launches, 19 Oct 6?; memo (U), William W. Hancock, Dep AFGC to
William Morrill, BOB, subj: DOD Launch Charges to ComSat, l Dec 67;
melno (c), Marks to DDR&E, subj: BOB Issue Paper on comsatcorp'
29 Dec 6?; 1tr (U), Foster to Willis H. Shapely' Assoc Dep Admin
NASA, 3 Feb 68.
10. Ltr (U), Shapely to Foster' 20 May 68; ltr (U)' William E'
Lil1y, Asst Adm for Admin, NASA, to Robert D. Benssen, Dep Asst
SAF (FM), 28 May 68; memo (U), Foster to SAF, subj: Resolution of
comsat Reimb Issue, 14 Jun 68; PCR (C), Thos H. Nielsen, Asst
SAF, 28 Jun

68.

11. Ltr (U), S. H. Reiger' VP, ComSatCorp, to Jones, ? Feb
68; ltr (U), Jones to Reiger, 16 Feb 68; ltr (U)' Reiger to Yar;rmovych'
26 Mar 68; ltr (U)' Yarmovych to Reiger, 26 Apr 68; 1tr (U)' Smart
to Flax, 27 Mar 68; ltr (U), Yarmovych to vincent L. Johnson, Dep
Assoc Admin, ofc of space svc & Application, NASA, 29 Apr 68.
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Memo (U), Flax to DDR&E' subj: Relationship with ComSatCorp, 29 Feb 68.

L2.

(u), Foster to Asst sAF R&D, subj: Relationship
with comsatcorp, 19 Mar 68; memo (u), Foster to Asst SAF R&D'
13.

Memo

subj: Relationship with ComsatCorp' 5 Jun 68'

t4. Ltr (U),

Webb

to McNamara, 26 Sep 67'

paper (U)'
15. Ltr (U), McNamara to Webb, 10 oct 6?; working
(U)'
AACB
Chmn
subj: AACB Jt DOD/NASA LV Study, undated; memo
(U)'
to Chmn LVP, subj: Jt DOD/NASA LV Study, 7 Jan 68; memo (U)'
Jt D6D/NASA LV Study, 6 Apr 68; memo
Foster to LVP,
68.
Co-Chmn AACB, subj: DOD/NASA LVP, 11 Jun
Co-Chmn LVP to"r1L1,

16. Minutes (U)'

4?th mtg, AACB, 11 Jun 68;

Webb, 11 Jun 68.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AACB
ADC
ADP
ADS

AFLC
AFSC
ARSP
ASSET

Aeronautics and Astronautics Board
Aerospace Defense Command
Advanced Development Plan
Advanced Data System

Air Force Logistics Command
Air Force Systems Command

ASSS
AWS

Aerospace Research Support Program
Aerothermodynamic Elastic Structural Systems Environmental
Air Staff Summary Street
Air Weather Service, Military Airlift Command

BM
BMD
BMEWS

ballistic missile
Ballistic Missile Defense
Ballistic Missile Early Warning

B-N
BOB
bud

CAP
CF
ch

chmn
CINCLANT
CINCNORD
cmte
comd
comdr
corndt
CO MSAT
ComSatCorp
con
CONAD

cpbl
CSAF
DCA
DCP
DCS
DD

System

Baker-Nunn (carnera)
Bureau of the Budget

budget

Coordinated Action Plan
Case Fi 1e
chief
chairman
Commander in Chief, Atlantic
Comrnander in Chief, North American
committee

Air

Defense Command

command
commander
commandant

communication satellite
Communications Satellite Corporation
control
Continental Air Defense Command
capability(ies )
Chief of Staff, United States Air Force
Defense Communications Agency
Developrnent Concept Paper
Deputy Chief of Staff
development directive (followed by a number)
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DDR& E

Director of Defense Research and Engineering

def

defense
deputy
detachment
development

dep
det
dev

D&F
DIA

dir

DOD
DODGE
DSCS
dspn

ECI
ECM
ESD

55

determination and findings
Defense Intelligence Agency
director, directorate
Department of Defense
DOD Gravity Gradient Experimental (program)
Defense Satellite Communication System
disposition

Electronics Communications Inc
electronic countermeasure
Electronic Systems Division (of AFSC)

estb
ETR
EXCELS

establish(ment)

FAA

FTV

Federal Aviation Administration
financial
fractional orbit bombardment system
Flight Research Center (NASA)
Flight Test Vehicle

gdnce
gnd
gp

guidance
ground
group

HASP
HR

High Altitude Surveillance Platform

ICBM

intercontinental ballistic missile

impl

implementation
International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium

fin
FOBS
FRC

Intelsat
intvw
IOC

Eastern Test Range
Expanded Communications Electronics System (SCF)

House

of Representatives

interview
Initial Operating Capability
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JCS

Joint Chiefs of Staff

LASP
LES
LO2LFI2

Low Altitude Surveillance Platform
Lincoln Laboratories Experimental Satellite
liquid oxygen/liquid hYdrogen
long wave infrared

LWTR

MCEB
MCP
mgt
MOL
MR

Military Communications-Electronics Board
military construction Program

M/U

management
manned orbiting laboratorY
memorandum for record
Maneuverable ReentrY SYstem
Memorandum of Understanding

NASA
NATO
nav
NM
NORAD
NSEG
nuc

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
navigation
ndutical mile
'i\orth American Air Defense Command
Navigation Satellite Executive Steering Group
nuclear

OAR
OCAMA
ODDR&E
ofc
op

Office of AerosPace Research
Oklahoma CitY Air Materiel Area
Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering

MRS

opl
OSAF
OSD

OTH
PAR
PCD
PCR
PE

PEM

office
operation(s)
operational
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force
Office of the SecretarY of Defense
over the horizon (radar)
phase arcay radar (Air Force); perimeter acquisition
radar (Army)
program change decision
program change request
program element
program element monitor
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PILOT
plcy
PRIME
procd
prog
proj
PTDP
R&D
RDT&E

reimb
rg

Piloted Low Speed Tests

policy

precision recovery including maneuvering reentry
procedure(s)
program(s)

project

Preliminary Technical Development Plan
Research and Development
Research, Development, Testing, and Engineering
reimbursement
range

rkt

rocket

ROC

required operational capability
report

rprt

rqmt
SA

SABAR
SAC

SAF
SAMSO

sat
SCF
SEA

requirement(s)

Secretary of the Army
Satellites, Balloons, and Rockets
Strategic Air Command
Secretary of the Air Force
Space and Missile Systems Organization
satellite
satellite control facility
Southeast Asia (Vietnam, Thailand, Laos,
Cambodia)

SECDEF
SESP
SGLS

S}IAPE
SHF

SLBM
SLV

sos-70
SOSTI
SPARS
SPO

spt
START

stmt
stn

strat

and

Secretary of Defense
Space Experiments Support Program
Space Ground Link Subsystem
Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
super high frequency
sea-launched ballistic missile
standard launch vehicle
Surveillance of Objects in Space in 1970rs, oo AFSC study
Space Object Surveillance, Tracking, and Identification
Space Precision Attitude Reference System
System Project Offiee
support
Spacecraft Technology and Advanced Reentry Tests
statement
station

strategic

UNCLASSIFIED
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5B

Air Force

STRAT-?O
sup
survl
sys

Strategic Operations in the l9?0ts, an
supplement; SUPPIY
surveillance
system(s)

TDP
tech
term
trml
TSCP
TSEG

technical develoPment Plan
technical
termination
terminal(s)
Tactical Satellite Communication Plan
Tactical Satellite Executive Steering Group

UHF
U/SAF

ultra high frequencY
Under Secretary of the Air Force

VAFB
VCS
veh

Vandenberg

Air Force Base
Staff, Air Force
Chief
of
Vice

vehicle

WWABNCP Worldwide Airborne Command Post
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INDEX
Advanced Data Systern (ADS), Zz
Advanced Liquid Rocket Technology, 26-27
advanced space guidance funding shortages, 27; designs

for

earth

pointing system submitted, 2B
advanced space power technology, ZB-Z|
Aeronautical Systems Division, Z4n
Aeronautics and Astronautics coordinating Board (AACB), 33, 39
Aerospace Defense Command (ADC), Z, B, g
Aerospace Research Support Program (ARSp), Ig, ZO
Agena (space booster), 2I, 22, 87
airborne command posts, L7, 18
Air Force relations with NASA, 33-B4ff
Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), I, 2, 3, lb, 18, 22, 24, 26,
Air Weather Service (AWS), 2

Alaska, 6,

10

Ames Research Center, 24
Antigua, 23
Apollo Applications Program,

Army, 3, 15, l?,

26

20

Ascension Island,
Atlas, 20, 2L, 22

Australia,

82

7

9

Baker, col. Paul, ,Jr. " proposes manueverable reentry system, zs
Baker-Nunn camera, '6, g
Ballistic Missiles Early Warning System, 6
Brandywine, Md., 10, LZ, 13
Brown, Harold, secretary of the Air Force, on space role, 4; request
. master plan for Spacetrack, 7; signs program change requests, B
Bureau of the Budget (nOe), J4
Burner II, 2I
Cape Kennedy, 35, 38
Centaur (booster), 39
Charyk, Dr. Joseph V., on billing
Cheyenne Mountain Complex, 7

Chrysler Corp., 39
Clark AB (P.I. ), 10
Cloudcroft, N. Mex.,

6,

for

ComSatCorp launches, 3b-36

B
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Coast Guard,

29

Collins Radio, l8n
Colorado, I0
Communications Satellite Act, 36
Communications Satellite Corp. (ComSatCorp), 11, 35, 36,
Continental Air Defense Comrnand (CONAD),

37

B

Defense Communications Agency (DCA), 10, 11, L2, 14
Defense Intelligence Agency, 13
Defense Satellite Communications System (DSCS), 10, 11, 13, 16, 17,
Department of Defense, (DOD), 10, 12, 15
Departrnent of Transportation, 29
Designated Systems Management Group (DSMG), 20
despun anterura test satellite, 10n
Development Concept Paper (DCP), 11, 12, 17

Directorate of Astronautics, ln
Directorate of Space, 12, 17, 19, 20, 25, 26' 32
Diyarbakir, Turkey, 6, B
DOD Gravity Gradient Experiment (DODGE), 10n,

23

30

Early Bird satellite, 35
Eastern Test Range (ETR), 6, 33, 37
Economies in Spacecraft Operations,
Edwards AFB, Calif., 6

31

Eglin AFB, Fla., 6
electronic intelligence sensor, B
Electronics Communications, Inc. , IBn
electro-optical sensor, see FSR-2
escape systems, 31
Expandable and Modular Structures, 26
Expanded Communications Electronic System (EXCELS),

22

Federal Aviation Administration, 29
Ferguson, Gen. James, AFSC commander, 2, 22
Flax, Dr. Alexander H., Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (R&D)'
requests approval of FSR-2 project, B; suggests change in
DCP, L1; on Agena procurement, 22; agrees to parametric study
of MTS payloads, 25; forwards space power technology plan' 29;
on triservice management, 30; 12, 26, 32, 37' 38
Flexible Guidance Software System, 27, 28
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Foster,Dr.JohnS.,Jr.,DirectorofDefenseResearchandEngineering (DDR&E), recommends comsat procurement' 12; releases
funds for advance space guidance system' 28; approves space
power technology plan' 29; cancels DoDGE project' 30; submits
reimbursement plan to NASA, 3?; 11' 38' 39
Fps-l? (surveillance radar), Diyarbakir, Turkey, and shemya, Alaska' 5
FPS-43 (tracking radar), Trinidad, West Indies' 6
FPS-49A (tracking radar), Moorestown' N' J' ' 6' 7
FPS-?9 (tracking radar), Diyarbakir, Turkey' 6
FPS-80 (tracking radar), Shemya, Alaska 6' B
FPS-85 (phased-l"t""y radar)' Eglin AFB' Fla" 6' 7 ' B
FSR-2 (electro-optical sensor), 6, 7, B
General Electric Forum, 4
General Thomas D. White Space Trophy'
geodetic exPeriment, 20
Guam, 22

4

Hancock, William W. ' 36n
Hedrick, Brig. Gen. Walter R.' Jr" Director of Space' 12' 19'
Holzapple, Li. Gen. Joseph R. ' DCS/R&D' 29
Horizon Data Measurement Set' 2?n
Itorizon sensor' 27
HL-10 (lifting body test vehicle), 23
House Committee on Government Operations' L2
Hughes

Aircraft

Co.

inertial guidance,

' 15'

29

27

Intelsat,35-36
International Business Machines (IBM)'

Italy,

25

2B

9

commuJoint Chiefs of Staff (JCS)' 10; select terminus for defenseconcept
16;
nication satellite sYstem' Lzt on comsat suPPort,
plan submitted to' L7
Joint Services Test Plan' 17
Joint Staff, 16

Jupiter, Fla., I
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Launch Vehicle Panel, 38, 39
lifting body spacecraft, 23, 24tt
Lifting Body Flight Test Committee, 24

Lincoln Experimental Satellite 5 (LES-5), 10, L4, IB; LES-6,
liquid oxygen/Iiquid hydrogen engine, 26, 27
Lockheed

Aircraft,

15

28

J|i[2I.2 (lifting body test vehicle), 23
Maneuverable Reentry System (MRS), 23, 24, 25, 26
Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL), iii, 2L, 26, 28, 38
Manned Space Flight Experiments Board, 33
Manned Space Flight Policy Committee, 33

Marine Corps,

29

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I. T. ), 14
McConnell, Gen. John P., USAF Chief of Staff, orders studies of
new operational concepts, 2: on ABM and the Air Force
mission, 3-4t goals in space, 5
McNamara, Robert S., Secretary of Defense, policy on NASA
reimbursement, 33; approves Air Force p1an, 35; 3' 37, 38' 39
Merritt Island Launch Complex, 33
Military Airlift Command (MAC), 2
Military Communications Electronics Board (MCEB), 16
Military Construction Program (MCP), B
M. M. Sundt Construction Co., 21
Mount John, New Zealand, I
MSC-46 (ground satellite terminal), 10, 12
MSC-54 (ground satellite terminal), 13, L7

National Aeronautcs and Space Act, 1958, 33
National Aeronautics and space Administration (NASA)' 20' 22' 23' 24'
25, 26, 31; Air Force relations with, 33-34ff
National Geographic Society, 4
Navigation Satellite Steering Group (NSEG), 30
Navy, 15, l7, 30
New Zealand, I
Nimbus B (weather satellite), 20, 34
Nitze, Paul, Deputy Secretary of Defense, B, 12
North Arnerican Air Defense Command (NORAD), 4tt, 6
North American Rockwell, 28
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), 13, 14, 15
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Office of Aerospace Research (OAR), 19
Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E),
prepares comsat Defense Concept Paper, 11n; on secure satellite
communication links, 15; delays liquid rocket project, 26; SESP
funds, 28; on navigation satellite management group, 30; 12, 16'
L7, 24, 31, 34
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), approves Spacetrack sensor
modification, 7; reassures Air Force on comsat project, 13; on
NATO satellite, 14; Satellite Control Facility, 23:. reduces funds
for space power technology program, 28; 3, 6, 9, 10, 16, 2l
Office of the Secretary of the Air Force (OSAF), 32, 38
orbital vehicles, 20
Oslo, Norway, 6, I

Pacific Command,
Pageos,

12

34

Philco-Ford, 13
Piloted Low Speed Tests, (PILOT), 23, 24
Pratt-Whitney, 27
Precision Earth Pointing System, 27, 28
Precision Recovery Including Maneuvering Entry (PRIME), 23,
Preprototype Encapsulation experiment, 26
Program Change Request (PCR)" 6
Program 591 (comsat), L4
Program 191 (tactical comsat), 15, 28
Radiation, Iric. , 13
Reusable Rocket Engine,
Rostow, Eugene V., 36
San Vito Air Station,
Sand Island, 6

27

I

satellite communications, 10-llff
Satellite Control Facility (SCF), 22
Satellite Test Center, Sunnyvale, Calif., 23
Schriever, Gen. Bernard A., AFSC commander, 31
Schultze, Charles S., Director of the Budget, 33
Scout (booster), 20
Seamans, Robert C., Deputy Adrninistrator, NASA,

33

Sentinel, 3
Shapely, Willis H., Associate Deputy Administrator, NASA,
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Shemya, Alaska, 6, 7,

B

SLV-2 (Thor booster), 2I-22
Smithsonian Astrophysical Laboratory, I
SOS-?0 (AFSC study), 3, 4
Southeast Asia, 16, L7, 25
South Vietnam, 10
Space Analysis and Intervention Display and Evaluation S;nstem' B
Space and Missile Systems Orgarization (SAMSO)' 3, 12, 15, 20, 22'
Space boosters, 20-zlff
Space Computational Center, 7
Space Defense Center, 'l , B
Space Detection and Tracking Syste, 4n
space experiments, 20
Space Experiments Support Program (SESP), 19, 27, 28
Space Ground Link Subsystem (SGLS), 22n
Space Launch Complex 4E, Vandenberg AFB, Calif. ' 21
Space Object Surveillance, Tracking, and Identification (SOSTI)' .7,

31

B

space Systems Division, 3n
Spacecraft .Technology and Advanced Reentry Tests (START), 23' 24, 26
Spacetrack, 4, 6-?ff
Spain, 7, I
STRAT-?0 (study of 1970's space technology), 2, 3, 4
Strategic Air Command (SAC), 2, L5
Supreme Headquarters Atlied Powers Europe (SHAPE), L4
SV-5 D (lifting body test vehicle), 23
System 6218 (navigation satellites), 29

1, 16, 18; 1A, 16, 17
Tactical Cornrnunications Satellite Program, 15
Tactical Satellite Communications Operational Concept Plan, 17
Tactical Satellite Executive Steering Group (TSEG), 15' 16' 17' 30
TacSat

TAT-Agena D, 20
Telestar satellites, 35n

Thor (booster), 2L-22
Titan II, 2l
Titan III, 11, L2, I5, 37
Trinidad, 6
TRW, Inc., 29
Tucker, Gardiner L., 12
Turkey, 5, 6, 10
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ultra high frequency (UHF), 17
United Kingdom, satellite project, 11n, 12,
University of Canterbury, I
USAF Planning Concepts (The Plan),

1

Vela (nuclear detection satellite), 1,

4

Waldorf, Md.,

13

L2

Webb, James E., NASA Administrator, 33, 35, 38
Wildwood, Alaska, 10
Worldwide Airborne Command Post (WWABNCP), I7,

Yarymovych, Dr. Michael I., 26,

30

X-24A (lifting body test vehicle), 23, 24,

25

Zluckert, Eugene M., former Secretary of the Air Force,
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DISTRIBUTION

MAJOR COMMANDS

HQ USAF

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.
11.
T2.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

SAF/OS

19.

SJLF/US
SAF/ RD

20.
21.

SAF/IL

22.

SAF/ FM

23.
24.
25.
26.

SAF/AAR
SAF/GC
SAF/OI
SAF/ LL
SAF/SS

27.

AF/CVC
AF/ CVS
AF/ NB
AF/ SAMI
AF/OA
AF/ ICP
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AF/IN

35.
36.

AF/ PRP

28.
30.
31.

32.
33.

34.

AF/PRC
AF/RD
AF/RDG
AF/RDP
AF/RDQ
AF/RDR
AFIRDS
AFi RDSA
AF/RDSB
AF/ RDSC
AF ? RDSD
AFi RDSE
AF /XO
AF/XOO
AF/XOOSN
AF/XOOSNC
AF/XOOSSB

AF/XOX

37 - 38.
39 -40.

41-45.
z+

o.

47.
48-49.
50-5 1.
52.

ADC
AFCS
AFSC
ATC
MAC
SAC

TAC
USAFSS

OTHERS
5

3-54.

bD-DJ.
58.
59

-75.

RAND

ASI/HOA

AU/L
AFi

CHO (Stock)

